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i.

Introduction

Objectives
This memoir draft tells the story of how I moved back to my hometown, became an
advocate for its river, and began the long and difficult process of unpacking my own complicated
relationships with home, family, colonialism, and extractive industry. In these pages, I have done
my best to examine these relationships critically through a lens of loving awareness. My hope is
that in doing so, I may inspire others to do the same.
Most importantly, my story seeks to challenge commonly accepted narratives: The stories
we agree to believe about where we live, how we got here, and what we and others deserve.
The idea that any place is disposable or beyond saving is harmful. When we buy into the
popular mythology of places like my hometown of Bakersfield – whose reputation would have
us believe that it’s an armpit town whose land would hold no value were it not for settler
exploitation rendering it “productive” – we are harming not only the native peoples, plants, and
animals being displaced, we are harming ourselves. When we fail to appreciate the rich beauty
and bounty of an arid landscape, we are perpetuating a narrow, Euro-Centric definition of
“prosperity.” And when we treat people and places as things meant to be used up and thrown
away, we are digging our own graves.
Collectively, we are going to have to save the so-called wastelands – the Bakersfields of
this planet – if we are to have any hope of saving ourselves.
It’s time we start living like there is no greener pasture – no “unspoiled frontier” – to run
away to.
Because there isn't.
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Concerns
Most of the topics I explore in this narrative are deeply nuanced and complex. As such,
trying to discuss them in a constructive way (especially as a non-expert) presents ample
opportunity for misstep or controversy to arise.
One trap I hope my writing is able to avoid is perpetuating the idea that communities like
Bakersfield must choose between using water to grow food and using water to sustain the
environment. All too often, this issue is painted as a binary, with only two outcomes possible.
This stems from a confusion rooted in Western capitalist thinking, which sees humans and their
prosperity as being not only separate from their environment, but in competition with it.
In addition to looking at settler-colonialism and my own culpability in this harmful
system, I do my utmost to create a conversation about privilege and inequity and to tell as
authentically as possible the story of my personal experience, which, despite being MexicanAmerican, is embedded with whiteness and privilege.
All of this I seek to do with ample amounts of grace, humility, and awareness.

Acknowledgements
Countless individuals have helped shape my understanding over the years of myself, my
world, and the issues discussed in this book. The following people have been especially
instrumental in my journey:
First and foremost, even though the praise will likely make him cringe, I’d like to thank
Bill Cooper, co-founder of the Kern River Parkway Foundation, for his lifetime of activism and
for taking me under his wing. Without Bill’s decades of dedication to preserving and restoring
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the Kern River, my hometown, my life, and my whole identity might have turned out completely
different.
I’d like to thank my Committee Chair, Mark Sundeen, professor of Environmental
Studies at the University of Montana, for his earnest writing lessons on craft and for encouraging
me to write about the hard things.
I’d like to thank my Committee Co-chairs, Robert Stubblefield of the Creative Writing
Department and Rosalyn LaPier of Environmental Studies. Robert’s attention to detail helped aid
my revision process, and Rosalyn’s reading recommendations (specifically, the introduction to
the book Wastelanding, by Traci Voyles) deeply informed and validated my conviction that
Bakersfield is a place worth saving.
I’m thankful for my parents, Brett and Betty Mendez, for working hard to give me
everything.
And I’m thankful for my husband, Adam, who still works hard to give me everything.
And for sticking with me through plague, unemployment, housing insecurity, and even grad
school.
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1. Prologue
If you live in the United States, even if you have never stepped foot in the Central Valley,
chances are this land has nourished you. Nestled quietly between California’s Sierra Nevada and
Coastal mountain ranges, at 450-miles long, the Central Valley is America’s greatest stretch of
plains west of the Rocky Mountains. And whether you’re a resident of New Mexico or New
Hampshire, if you have ever bought a bag of carrots from the supermarket, there’s a better than
fifty-fifty chance that they were grown in Central Valley soil.
The fantastic scale of agricultural which rises up from this humble valley can be difficult
to fathom. The mind struggles to make sense of such large sums: Sixty-million pounds of
almonds per year. Seven million acres of irrigated land. Over $40 billion dollars in annual crop
value.
How is this possible in a region that may see no more than six inches of rainfall in any
given year? How can a place rife with roadrunners and rattlesnakes, scorpions and tarantulas, and
horizon-erasing dust storms possibly “feed the world”?
As kids, those of us who were raised here were told that this place used to be a "swamp."
A worthless, uninhabitable quagmire, until Colonel Thomas Baker came along, channelized the
feral Kern River, and reshaped and reclaimed the supple valley floor to suit the preference of
Euro-American settlers. Yet the wetlands once created by the untamed river – and the abundance
of life their waters sustained – enabled one of the densest pre-Colombian populations in all of
North America to thrive for thousands of years. Before the arrival of Spanish Missionaries, gold
prospectors, and other invaders to this place we now call California, the rivers that poured from
the Western Sierras into the Tulare Basin flowed freely, pooling into shallow, seasonal lakes from
spring to fall; the largest of these lakes, at times, submerging as many as 800 square miles of
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valley floor. The lake’s true name, bestowed by the valley’s indigenous inhabitants, is Pah-ahsee, a Yokuts word whose utterance mimics the fluid motion of the lake’s shoreline as it swelled
and receded. Today, most people know this now extinct lake by the name Tulare. Once, the ebb
and flow of its waters brought tides of fish, turtle, and crustacean to an otherwise arid landscape.
Every year, tens of millions of migratory ducks, geese, and swans visited these wetlands, their
flocks bobbing serenely on the lake’s placid surface, only to blacken the sky in a deafening
cacophony of honks and flapping upon taking flight. The rich habitat also attracted Tule elk,
mule deer, and pronghorn antelope. Steelhead trout and salmon. Grizzly bear would have hulked
by from time to time. The landscape was carpeted by thick stalks of Tule reeds – a relative of
papyrus, which sprouted from the wetlands – which the Yokuts used to build homes, boats, and
exquisitely woven baskets, a tradition kept alive today by individuals dedicated to preserving the
ways and wisdom of their ancestors1. Such ways became difficult for native peoples to sustain
due to the theft of their ancestral lands, the drying of Tulare Lake, and the subsequent loss of
plant and animal life which once thrived in Pah-ah-see.2 Despite these devastating losses as well
as generations of forced displacement, religious conversion, cultural erasure, and even statesanctioned genocide, descendants of this great valley’s original stewards continue to call this
land home.

Today, east of Bakersfield, the Kern River trickles lazily through a lush riparian corridor,
a narrow vein of life in a parched land. This shady oasis of willows, cottonwoods, woodpeckers

1

Bagalayos, Dezaraye. "Weaving the Words Together: Protecting Language and Life at the Same Time." KCET.org.
Nov 7, 2016. https://www.kcet.org/shows/tending-the-wild/weaving-the-words-together-protecting-languageand-life-at-the-same-time.
2
Laduzinsky, Paige. "Tules: Weaving Baskets, Boats, Decoys, and Houses." KCET.org. Nov. 9,
2016. https://www.kcet.org/shows/tending-the-wild/tules-weaving-baskets-boats-decoys-and-houses.
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and wading birds, comes to an abrupt halt upon meeting the Rocky Point Weir, which juts into
the river like a medieval castle door. It is this weir which changes the course of both water and
history, diverting the lifegiving snowmelt away from its soft, silty banks and into a maze of
concrete canals, leaving the residents of Bakersfield with a bone-dry channel of sand snaking
through the center of town. Such is the status quo, and has been for the entirety of my life – for
the lifetime of an entire generation born into a town that has been ever-so-gradually robbed of its
water. It’s a humiliating end for a mighty river whose headwaters nearly touch the top of Mt.
Whitney, the tallest peak in the Sierras and all of the lower forty-eight. While the Kern River
hurtles like a wild mustang through steep and narrow granite chutes down the west slope of the
Sierra Nevada mountains, by the time it reaches the San Joaquin Valley floor after traversing a
maze of dams, reservoirs and weirs, it has been rendered by the hand of man as tame as the rows
of cultivated cropland which its waters help sustain.
For most of the years I spent living in Bakersfield, having been oblivious to the river, the
life, and the people that once flourished here, I never grieved their absence. And had my return in
late 2016 not coincided with what would turn out to be the wettest season in all of California
recorded history, I might never have known what we’d been missing. What I can’t yet see or
comprehend in the drought-weary summer of 2016 is the vision of the Bakersfield that could be.
What I seek to tell is the story that former me hasn’t yet heard, the one that nobody bothered to
tell us, about the landscape that was once when the Kern River and others like it were free to
amble, with grace and dignity, to their natural terminus. It is the seed of this vision – one rooted
in respect and reciprocity and cultivated by feelings of gratitude and belonging – that I offer to
you, dear reader, to plant thoughtfully in whichever lands these words find you. May my story
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stoke the embers of the collective imagination as we envision what our world, with loving
attention, might still become.

Six years ago, in late 2016, just as I was returning to a drought-stricken Bakersfield after
a three-year absence, a sultry stream of moisture born in the humid tropics was curling its way
across the great Pacific Ocean. When this 300-or-so mile wide column of vapor collides with
California’s mountainous coast, warm molecules of water will be pushed high into the
atmosphere, where they will quickly cool and condense into droplets, creating what is known as
an atmospheric river. Strong atmospheric river events are capable of unleashing water flow up to
fifteen-times greater than that which pours from the mouth of the Mississippi River. In the case
of the event that will overcome California in the 2016-2017 rainy season, it will unleash in a
span of eleven days one quarter the amount of precipitation typically received in an entire year.
Sacramento will record nearly 200% of its average monthly rainfall. A new daily record will be
set for the city of Los Angeles. In a week’s time, twelve feet of snow will accumulate at the
highest elevations of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. And in time, this windfall of water will turn
Bakersfield’s brown, crusty hills of summer an eye-popping emerald, and transform the city’s
Kern River from a sad, sandy eyesore into a force of nature that nearly rivals the glory of the
once Mighty Kern.
2. The Giving Land
If ever there were a time to fall out of love with Bakersfield, it is the unforgiving month
of August, years deep into a drought.
The impulse to come home had struck suddenly. My dad would be celebrating his 60th
birthday in a few days and I was three time zones and 2,600 miles away. I had been missing my
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dad a lot lately. Especially ever since that day in late June when my mom posted a picture of him
standing in their suburban jungle of a backyard, which my dad’s green thumb had transformed
over the past 25 years from bare soil into a mini biodiversity hotspot. In the photo, his eyes are
cast down below bushy brows and his mouth smiling sweetly as he admires the docile Western
fence lizard that’s resting comfortably on my dad’s gargantuan index finger, like he’s some kind
of goddamn Disney princess. He’s wearing a blue golf shirt and his hair – still astonishingly
thick and black for a man on the verge of 60 – looks freshly cut and gelled, like he’s just finished
his morning latte on the back patio and is about to step into his office to begin a day of work.
Accompanying this photo is a perfectly crisp close-up (which is either a testament to the stillness
of both the lizard and my dad, or the quality of my mom’s smartphone camera). In it, you can see
each individual blue scale wrapped around the lizard’s belly like an iridescent coat of armor; its
curved claws stemming from the tips of the long, thin toes gently gripping the skin below a patch
of my dad’s knuckle hair.
I cried looking at this photo. Maybe because my life on the East Coast – specifically, my
relationship with my live-in boyfriend, the one thing anchoring me to a place so far from my
family in California – was dissolving before my eyes. I wanted my dad to hug me and jovially
whisk me into the backyard, where he’d lead me around each square foot and make me stop to
look at every single thing: the small globes of green fruit slowly swelling on the citrus tree, the
palm tree that I’d given him for father’s day 15 years ago that was now the tallest thing in the
yard, all the crazy planters he’d scavenged, or made, or both, now overflowing with succulent
tendrils (I could picture him pointing to a tea tin or old bird feeder and proudly remarking of his
handiwork: “Look, Lia! Upcycling!”).
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Which is how, at 31, after a decade of ricocheting across the globe chasing love and
running from rejection – searching in vain for myself and a singular person and place to whom I
might belong – I came home.

Bakersfield has an airport, but unless you want to pay twice as much to spend six hours
waiting for a connection Phoenix, you fly into LAX and either take a shuttle up or persuade
someone in Bakersfield to donate half a tank of gas and 4 to 6 hours of their life to picking you
up. My mom and dad drove down to LA together just to collect me from the curb of the terminal
and turn around and drive the two hours home, through Santa Clarita and over the Grapevine –
that steep and scenic stretch of Interstate 5 which slices through the mountains and separates
California’s hot, flat Central Valley from all points south. It was a road I’d driven countless
times before, both as a child on day trips to visit my dad’s family in LA, and as a college student
driving home from Orange County for the holidays or a long weekend.
Despite the roar of tractor trailers and speeding cars along the six-lane freeway, the drive
was gorgeous. Heading north, the road threads a needle between the foothills of Los Padres and
Angeles National Forests, their warm and sandy slopes sprouting stalks of yucca and scrubby
with sage. Climbing higher, a horizon of majestic mountains comes into view, their contours
dark from the evergreen growth of Jeffrey, ponderosa, and sugar pine. The route tops out at an
elevation of 4,000 feet, then quickly careens down through undulating oak woodland, where
cattle can be seen ambling through pasture. This was my favorite part of the drive; the part that
reminded me I was almost home.
I’d tried to capture those golden hills in a painting once, the way they roll against the
stark blue summer sky like the velvety shoulders of a skulking mountain lion. Watching them
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tumble into the valley from the backseat of my dad’s car on the drive home from the airport, it
felt good to be back. But my heart sank as we approached the valley’s southern rim and the
omnipresent layer of haze came into view. Like broth settled in a bowl, the smog caused earth
and sky to merge together into a thick, dusty blur. I’d read an article that ranked the top five US
cities with the worst air quality. Bakersfield had come in first. “Top Worst” is a slogan which
would sum up nicely Bakersfield’s numerous unfortunate distinctions: always we received top
honors in worst air quality, literacy rates, poverty, homicides – was there anything we didn’t
excel at failing at? For people living in other parts of California, such statistics comprise the bulk
of their knowledge about Bakersfield; that and the view from the smog-stained concrete highway
which runs through the city’s run-down urban center. For these egregious offenses, Bakersfield
has been dubbed by outsiders as the “Armpit of the State,” a title that, however well-deserved,
made me seethe inside every time I heard it. To the rest of California, Bakersfield was a point on
the map to be driven through as quickly as possible, on the way to someplace better. For me, no
matter how long I’d been away or how many times I’d turned my back on it, Bakersfield would
always be the destination. It would always be home.

On the day of my dad’s 60th birthday, I rode with my parents back over the Grapevine and
into LA to the winery where my dad’s party would be held. I wore a sleeveless black floral dress
that cinched at the waist and flattered my small figure, the lower half of which had grown strong
from months of frequent day hikes along the steep trails surrounding the Shenandoah Valley. The
dress’ dark color also served to compliment my Snow White complexion, which tended to look
washed out against brighter hues (I could never pull off the bright jewel tones that looked so lovely
against my mom and sister’s caramel complexions). Before leaving the house, I had applied SPF,
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like I did every day that the sun shone, then dabbed a spot of concealer under my eyes with a clean
finger tip to wake up my eyes, which would glow mossy green when caught by the light. The dry
air relaxed my dark curls, turning them from the ringlets they’d been in Virginia to soft California
waves. In the humidity of the eastern summers, I tended to wear my thick hair tied back somehow,
either up when cut short and braided when long enough. The braid I’d usually sling to the side to
avoid the black mass sitting like a heat pack between my shoulders and sending sweat pouring
down my back. In California’s arid Mediterranean climate, I let my hair hang naturally, feeling the
warm, dry air relax my mind as well as my hair. Even my mind seemed to soften, no longer
clenched as tightly around the fear of transitioning away from the life I’d known and into a future
still so utterly unknown. Everything felt different. I felt different.
California can be seductive like that. It can make you forget any inkling of your former life
in a single afternoon filled with friendly faces and soothing sun, the sky glowing an unreal shade
of aqua against a fuchsia-colored backdrop of bougainvillea in full bloom. It was a beautiful
afternoon for a party. My dad’s ruddy face was clean shaven, his cheeks reddened equally by the
sun and the slight sense of unease at being the center of attention. His younger brother, my Uncle
John, who had the same strong jaw and hairline as my father, but with darker eyes and skin – was
there with his girlfriend. John had also brought my 85 year-old grandpa, Ernesto – Papa – who
resembled a grizzled Mexican mafia don with his white goatee, slicked back grey hair, leather
chanclas wrapped around his feet and gold chains dangling around his neck. Dana, my only sister
– older than me by three years and forever taller – came with her husband and their son, my
nephew, Joaquin, who I had seen precisely three times in the year and a half since his birth. It was
astounding how quickly he had transformed from a smiley little slug into a tumbling almost-twoyear-old. I’d had a dream about Joaquin before leaving Virginia. In it, he was grinning wide,
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bounding toward me at full speed, his tuft of dark curly hair (so much like was mine at his age)
bouncing. He ran straight into my arms like he knew me. Joaquin did this now as I squatted before
him, nearly knocking me backwards. I wrapped my spidery arms around his plump little body
while he squirmed and made a stinker face for the camera as my mom snapped our picture. And I
sensed with certainty that I was exactly where I ought to be.
The sense of peace would prove to be short-lived. August gave way to September and,
following a final flight back to Virginia to collect my things, I officially moved out of the house
I’d shared with a man I once imagined myself marrying. Feeling that door close for good, I now
had to face the reality of being 31, unemployed, and living with my parents in the town I swore
I’d never come back to.
In the ten years since I’d graduated from college, I’d been bouncing around from gig to
gig, forever trying to out-run my own self-inflicted wounds. Expecting every new move to cure
me of my loneliness, I leapfrogged from one disappointment to the next. Throughout my 20’s,
I’d lived, worked, and traveled to enough places to fill a passport – teaching English in Thailand
and Estonia, changing bedsheets in a hostel in Vermont, leading summer camp between saunas
in Finland, volunteering on farms in Mexico, Italy, and Wales – but never managed to build
anything resembling a career. This pattern more or less mirrored my relationships with men I’d
meet along the way. Only with men, the stakes were higher. Just as in this moment of crisis, I
now craved the love of my father to reassure me that I wasn’t alone in the world, unconsciously
I’d placed the same emotional burden on each guy I’d ever been with. Every time the bond
started to give way – as bonds based on need tend to do – my small world crumbled. The highs
and lows created a rhythm of craving. Inevitably, I wound up flailing and alone, only to sling
myself to a new faraway place where I would be reborn as a living, breathing, surge of complete
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autonomy and limitless possibility. Until, inevitably, the home-shaped hole in my heart began to
again gnaw at me from the inside-out. Rinse and repeat.
Boomeranging back to my hometown between travels was nothing new for me, but this
time felt different. I was no longer a carefree 20-something year-old enjoying an extended
adolescence. I was in my 30s now. I owned nothing more than a few boxes of books and clothing
which, in a frenzy, I’d packed up and shipped from Virginia. I had no credentials, no prospects,
not one single fucking clue as to how I might extract myself from the proverbial rock bottom that
was the guest bedroom of my childhood home.
I had been in the first grade when my family moved in 1991 from Bakersfield’s concrete
center to a brand-new housing development built on former farmland. My dad had selected the
parcel because of its strategic position. A man unfond of feeling fenced in, he had the foresight to
realize that the land behind our lot (which backed up to the dry riverbed and, more immediately,
a concrete canal) would never be developed. The house itself was a standard issue tract home,
nearly identical to every one-in-four that would be built on our block, and resembled a Mexican
hacienda – pastel pink stucco with a rust red tile roof. I remember the day we moved into our
newly built home, the walls blank slates smelling sharply of fresh paint. Back then, practically
everything smelled new. The closets. The carpet. The barren, bulldozed soil around our home.
There was more open space then, it seemed, both indoors and out. To a child raised on concrete,
it felt like living on the frontier. Twice in the year that we moved in, I encountered a scorpion in
the kitchen. Even returning home as a college student, it wasn’t uncommon to see roadrunners,
kit foxes, or burrowing owls near our home.
I watched over the years as both our neighborhood and home grew busier. The interior of
my parents’ house was gradually overtaken by Mexican tile murals, Diego Rivera prints, ceramic
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pots, heavy marble tables, black wrought-iron chandeliers, woven tapestries, clay figurines,
papier-mâché fruits, and all kinds of other chingaderas my dad had hauled across the border over
the past two decades.
When I was a child, watching the reactions of people walking into my parents’ house for
the first time never got old. Visitors would step through the front door and into the foyer, mouth
agape, head back, and gasp in awe. Invariably, after catching their breath, they would shower
praise and declare their love for my parents’ home. As a teenager, seeing this reaction generally
provoked an eyeroll from me, which I may or may not have attempted to stifle, depending upon
my mood. Through my eyes, my parents’ house resembled some sort of awful love child
between an early 90’s Pier 1 and an El Torito cantina. Like my parents themselves, their space
was loud.
As a teenager, I couldn’t leave Bakersfield quickly enough. At seventeen, I moved away
with no intention of coming back. And between each venture, Bakersfield had served as a place
of refuge for me, into whose loving arms I had returned countless times to regroup, reassess, and
recharge. I wondered now if it had been the assurance of her patient, steady presence that had
granted me guts enough over the years to leap again and again into the unknown.
On some level, I must have sensed that this place would always be here to catch me.
As homesick as I’d been for the familiarity of California, I’d returned to Bakersfield
during the time of year that most tested my love for the place. In the heat of a Bakersfield
summer, the cloudless blue sky feels oppressive. Particularly when the air hangs heavy in the
valley – utterly stagnant and without any hope of a cooling breeze – and the blinding hot sun
beats down from above like a laser of light through a magnifying glass. Metal surfaces burn to
the touch and asphalt absorbs enough solar energy to blister the skin. It was the lethally hot
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pavement that most disturbed me, perhaps because of its prevalence. I wondered what it would
be like to experience the vastness and desolation of a Bakersfield parking lot or suburban street
as a small animal or insect. It was a literal frying pan. Uncrossable. I’d regularly encounter
desiccated toads, stiff and brittle, in their open tomb just a few paces from a green, irrigated
lawn; the toad sucked bone dry, its once plump body now shriveled and mummified, light and
crispy as a pork rind. Such an awful way to go. Death by blacktop.
Mine isn’t the kind of body that’s well adapted to a hot climate. My complexion bears
more resemblance to my father’s Quaker heritage than to my mother’s Aztec ancestry. Like my
dad, I sunburn easily, but not stubbornly. He claims it’s the first stage of the tanning process,
something he refers to as the “base burn,” which, if done properly, fades over the course of a few
days into a healthy glow. Given that my dad’s skin is also treated regularly by his dermatologist
for early signs of skin cancer, I now make a habit of covering up against the sun with a wide hat
and long, light sleeves, preferring to err on the side of pasty as opposed to melanoma.
As an adult, I understood that in Bakersfield, summer was the season for hibernation. But
holing up indoors was not an option now, as the walls of the guest bedroom began closing in.
After a few days back in my parent’s house, I grew stir crazy enough to brave the elements. I
needed to reassure myself of my autonomy. So, I borrowed my parents’ old red minivan – one of
three vehicles that sat parked in their driveway – and headed east. I sailed across the vast expanse
of Bakersfield’s sprawl on the new crosstown freeway, then headed north to Panorama Drive,
which straddles the overlook where the hills rise up from the flat valley floor. At the bottom of
the golden bluffs, there is a concrete canal which carries water from the Kern River westward
like product on a conveyer belt, off into the sunset. At the top of Panorama Drive, Alfred Harrel
Highway cuts away from the manicured city streets and, in a single turn, decisively leaves town.
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The road hurtles down the side of the cliff on a rollercoaster grade, tumbling from the cultivated
boulevards of East Bakersfield, seemingly back through time into the ancient seabed of the
valley; it snakes along the base of the hills, which rock like gentle waves of wheat in the summer
wind, toward Ethel’s Old Corral: a wood-slat Western style saloon, complete with horse parking
and occasional live music. Past Ethel’s, around the bend, yellow gives way to luminous green. It
is here that the Kern River is still allowed to flow.
The hills were wonderful for my legs, which had grown fond of clambering up steep
inclines during my years in Appalachia. But the act of hiking felt more strenuous here. Without
the lush canopy of green leaning out from either side of the trail, I was utterly exposed on a
blistering hot dome baking beneath a cloudless sky. Breathing was more difficult. I felt the dry,
chalky air wicking water from my body from the inside-out, chapping my lips and mucous
membranes.
I reached the top of the hill, looking east towards the Sierras – the mountains impossibly
obscured by the inversion of summer smog that shrouded the valley – and paused to catch my
breath. I’d stood in this place a little over one year ago and seen the snowcapped Sierras looking
back at me with all the sparkling clarity afforded by a spring rain. The hills had been green, then,
and dotted with wildflowers. I had felt like Julie Andrews prancing through an alpine meadow.
But now, looking down upon the brittle, gray mounds which rolled like tumbleweeds across the
hazy valley floor, my face red with heat, my lungs thirsty, the view looked different. A revelation
overcame me:
This land is a desert.
It was a word I’d never associated with this place. I always thought Mojave was the
desert. Death Valley was the desert. I realized then that in all my 30 years, I’d never seen my
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hometown for what it was. It had been camouflaged by endless irrigated rows of citrus trees,
almond orchards, and grape vines. It was masked by fields aflush with the deep green tufts of
carrottop, whose saturated hues contrasted sharply with the washed-out browns of the
surrounding landscape, which water was not allowed to touch. Like others, I’d bought into the
fantasy of this place: The belief that the fertile valley soil and Sierra Nevada snowmelt were
god’s gift to the farmer.
Now, freshly transplanted from a part of the country where rain had been plentiful, my
senses were attuned to the alarming anomaly of this place. Now, the paradox of this valley – the
fact that seven years into a devastating drought, farmers were still extracting from the dusty
Central Valley one quarter of the nation’s food – awakened a flood of awe, reverence, and terror.

I’d been pouting and complaining since I got here. About how I hadn’t seen a single
cloud since I arrived. How it’s smoggy and scorched and sun bleached. How my face, nose and
eyes all felt as crusty as the landscape. Unconsciously, I’d been resenting the land for the
discomfort it forced me to endure, for all I saw that it wasn’t and could never be. But this new
insight revealing what it was changed everything. I saw in that moment, as I never had before,
how the hand of man had created a mirage in this desert land. And sensed that the land itself was
being pushed to her breaking point. I wasn’t the victim. She was. And she had sacrificed
everything for me.
With this thought, a rush of emotion flooded my body. Looking out from atop those
golden hills, I felt overwhelmed by the love and generosity emanating from this land. I thought
of Shel Silverstein’s Giving Tree. Like the tree, there was nothing this land possessed that she
would not give to us, even to the detriment of her own well-being. You could devour every gift
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she had to offer, hungrily ask for more, and she would not deny you. You could take her for
granted and leave her behind, and she would send you onward with every scrap of sustenance
she could muster. And when you returned, weary and seeking rest, she would open her heart to
you and grant you whatever humble piece of her being remained.
And there I was, like that ungrateful shithead boy from The Giving Tree, faulting her for
lacking the resources which we’d already stripped bare.
I wiped my eyes and turned around, but the view I took in from the hilltop that day was
one I would never unsee.

3. Adam
A few years back, Mill Creek Park in downtown Bakersfield had received a facelift. Part
of the city’s downtown revitalization effort, it had been renovated to include a large pond that
flowed into a concrete canal, which ran along a walking path that crossed the street through
Bakersfield’s antique district and past one of the more iconic Mexican restaurants in town. The
park grounds proper were lovely, with tall elm trees towering over the large lawn which, like all
grass turf in an arid land, was kept green by sprinkler irrigation. Mill Creek Park especially came
alive every Third Thursday of the month from April to October, when vendors and nonprofits set
up booths and dancers and musicians performed. I’d last attended a Third Thursday back in
2011, the last time I came home and wound up sticking around a while. The sight of so many
smiling faces coming together for something such a wholesome celebration of community filled
me with pride and made realizing how lovely Bakersfield was. In that moment, I sensed that
beneath all her wounds, Bakersfield really was a sort of heaven on earth to those humble enough
to see the truth of this place.
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It was in the early evening on the Third Thursday in October of 2019 with daylight
quickly fading to dusk and a yoga mat slung over my shoulder that I walked in flipflops through
Mill Creek Park as tables were still being set up. It was one of those October evenings with just
enough chill in the air to assure you that the summer heat had finally subsided and fall was near.
I ambled along until I found myself approaching a canopy with a blue pop-up tent belonging to
local bicycle advocacy nonprofit, Bike Bakersfield. A table stood before the tent, and behind it
was the backside of a pair of khaki shorts, their owner arched over a stationary bike trainer. I
walked up to the booth and the man in the shorts stood and pivoted. His face was clean-shaven
with a strong jaw, million-dollar smile, and eyes that were vaguely familiar.
“Hello!” he greeted me jovially. Now here was someone who liked his job, who liked his
life, I thought.
“Hi,” I smiled back, “I was wondering if you guys offer bike clinics? I can patch a tube
and tighten my brake cables, but I’d really like to be more self-sufficient when it comes to bike
maintenance.”
“We do! Actually I’m planning an event right now. It’s not on the calendar yet, but I’ve
already got a name for it: ‘Wine, Women, and Wrenches.’” He grinned at me proudly. I rolled
my eyes.
“Because a woman can’t be expected to want to learn about bikes without the incentive
of wine?” I teased him. He took my comment in stride. Not in a condescending way, but in a way
that told me his was an ego not easily shattered.
The stranger before me struck me as being from some alternate Bakersfield universe that
I’d never stepped foot in, one inhabited by adults who were high-functioning, self-contained,
working professionals. The successful, job-secure oilfield engineer type my dad had been trying
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to set me up with for years. The kind of guy I’d never seen myself having anything in common
with.
“If you sign up for our mailing list, we can notify you when the class opens up.”
“Sure, that sounds like a good idea.” He handed me his business card. It read, “Adam
Kahler, Program Manager, Bike Bakersfield.” I placed it in the small pocket of my purse, said
goodbye, and walked away.
That’s the kind of guy you ought to be going out with, I told myself. Intelligent, confident,
capable of good-natured banter. If only he wasn’t almost definitely married. Probably a few kids,
too. He looked about my age. And it seemed like most people my age – at least, the ones more
sensible and successful than me – already had all of that stuff figured out.
Still, a small ember flickered in my chest. I replayed the short interaction I’d had with
Mr. Bike Bakersfield. How a strange sort of gravity had pulled me toward him. How easily he
had held my gaze. How familiar yet exciting it felt when his eyes met mine.
That doesn’t happen everyday, a voice whispered.
It was right.
***
The first time Adam took me out was Election Day, 2016. I was happy to have an excuse
to get out of my parents’ house for the evening. It was the first time I’d ever been in proximity to
my parents during a presidential election, and in recent days there had been some tension
between my father and I. In 2008, when my dad found out that I had cast my ballot for Obama,
he merely gave me a look of disappointment and said, “I hope you know you voted for
socialism.” I shrugged it off. His choice of words didn’t surprise me, and anyway, I told myself, I
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didn’t really care what he thought or feel compelled to change his views. But this election felt
different.
I’d sensed the shift in Virginia. For the first two years of living there, I’d felt at home in
Virginia. But 2016 had been an unsettling year. I’d heard disappointing stories, like that the door
of the yoga studio was regularly spat on when it first appeared on the Old Town walking mall,
and I’d spent enough time around older folks to hear for myself how they uttered homophobic
and racist remarks as casually as if they were commenting on the weather.
Growing up in fairly affluent, multi-cultural California in the early 90's, I naively
believed myself to be living in a world in which the problem of racism had magically been
resolved. I believed this despite the fact that racism was all around me. When white classmates
said hateful things to myself or others because of how we looked or where our ancestors came
from. When the conservative talk radio hosts my father listened to sputtered vitriol about
“illegals.” Even into adulthood, I continued to believe this childish fantasy of a post-racist
America for so much longer than any educated person with eyes and ears should have.
More glaringly, I realized that I had never before inhabited a strictly “white space” while
living in America. I had always been surrounded by people from non-white families and cultures.
In Virginia, I realized that white people assumed I was one of them. And that my skin color was
disarming enough to make them feel comfortable disparaging black and brown people in my
presence. Most would backpedal their comments awkwardly the moment I revealed my true
identity. Because of this, I started to think of myself as an “undercover Mexican.” It would be
years before I developed the vocabulary to name my appearance for what it was: “whitepassing.” Living in Virgina had been a wakeup call. Moving through the world as a white person
in "the south" showed me the safety and access my privilege had been affording me my entire
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life. More than anything, it showed me all the racism my skin had shielded me from. Standing
among white people who saw me as one of their own, I heard what they really thought about
Mexicans. About the black man in the White House. About how "if things kept going this way,"
in the US, they would move to Germany. As though white supremacy was not even taboo, not
even an opinion, really. Simply a phenomenon to observe, like clouds in the sky.
I couldn’t help but wonder now how I might have moved through the world differently
had I been born looking more like my mother or sister. Always I’d feel frustrated when presented
with boxes to check to declare my racial and ethnic identity. There was no one option that
defined me, so when given the choice to select multiple boxes, I checked both “Hispanic/Latino”
and “white/not of Hispanic origin.” I wondered if, from a bureaucratic standpoint, my answers
would cancel each other out. The only part of the survey that made sense to me was the part that
reinforced what society had taught me from an early age: that whiteness was something defined
not by what you were, but by what you weren’t.
Maybe that was why I leaned so hard into my identity as being “someone from
Bakersfield,” because there wasn’t any other box I could confidently check, or any other group I
felt I could claim to be a part of. Being from Bakersfield was the part of my identity I could
wholly own which anchored me to a community and a place.
Feeling tensions rise during the presidential primaries made me relieved to return to
California. Despite its reputation as a “small town” even Bakersfield – being a much larger and
more racially and culturally diverse city – felt like a breath of fresh air.
Any subject remotely political was generally a heated topic for my father and I, which
was why it had amused me earlier that summer when he and I were able to bond over our shared
distaste for Hillary Clinton. I saw his preference for Trump as similar to my support of Bernie
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Sanders: We had each wanted a candidate who would break the mold of a typical self-serving
politician; someone we believed truly had our best interests at heart. When Bernie didn’t make it
on the ballot, I cast my vote for Hillary with confidence despite any previous misgivings. In
some ways, my dad and I weren’t so different in that respect. When I asked how he could
support such a despicable candidate as Trump, he responded calmly with equal parts sarcasm and
self-awareness, “Lia, I’m just an ignorant white guy who hates Hillary Clinton more than he
hates Donald Trump.”
The night of the election, my father opened a few bottles of wine that had been selected
thoughtfully from his wine fridge, which was at least twice the size of our regular refrigerator
and took up an entire corner of the living room. My dad had a grid system and accompanying
Excel spreadsheet for reference that helped him keep his many bottles organized. Like a lot of us,
I suppose, my dad had a particular way of doing things, which he considered to be the “right”
way. He was often quick to offer unsolicited advice.
Like most families who owe their livelihoods to extractive industry, my dad was proud of
his role in oil. Had I been a boy, my parents would have named me Derrick. Really. The title
would have been an homage to my father’s younger brother, also named Derek, only my name
would have been spelled like the iconic tower of scaffolding that is erected when an oil well is
drilled.
Shortly after I was born, my father left his life as a mud man behind and began building a
career in sales, selling industrial water filtration systems and corrosion resistant coatings, mostly.
It was a career move that would define the rest of our lives. Unlike a lot of oilfield workers, my
dad had always been spared whenever the inevitable downturn hit and layoffs were issued. Oil
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had always been a reliable provider for our family, and the industry – like all industry – was one
my father revered.
Once when I was a kid, while digging through the hall closet, I pulled out a men's white,
waffle-textured long-sleeve shirt with the name “Boom Boom” cut from velvety black decal
fabric adhered to the breast. When questioned, my dad chuckled: “They gave me that at work
after I blew myself up,” he explained casually. The way my dad told the story, there had been a
miscommunication regarding the chemical contents of the well. When he’d poured what he
thought would be an appropriate mixture into the borehole, the reaction caused a blast that
knocked him off his feet and sent him flying. To award my dad with a shirt branded with a
nickname earned by nearly killing himself seemed a fitting response from his coworkers, based
on other stories my dad had told depicting the culture of safety and professionalism (or
shameless lack thereof) in and around the oilfields in the 1980s.
Tonight, my dad had invited two of his oldest and dearest work buddies had come over
to watch the election unfold over dinner and wine. Like him, they’d made their careers in oil, one
a project manager and the other a petrochemical engineer. Theirs were the type of jobs that had
always been considered “secure” and “desirable” in my family. All throughout my 20s,
whenever I would find myself between boyfriends, my dad always seemed to know of a nice
young engineer or geologist I ought to meet. I’d roll my eyes, insulted by the very idea that I
could ever possibly be attracted to someone from that world. The guys I dated hiked the
Appalachian trail. Lived in vans. Pedaled bicycles across continents. Homelessness in general
was a trait I considered particularly desirable. It demonstrated an unwillingness to conform. I
told myself that I could never relate to someone from my own generation who had decided that
helping extract oil from the earth was the best way to live their life.
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Until one day, I could.
I’d met Adam while he was tabling a booth for Bike Bakersfield at a community event
downtown. As Bike Bakersfield’s full-time program manager, there wasn’t much Adam didn’t
do. He helped advocate for active transportation infrastructure throughout town, distributed free
helmets and bike lights, held bike rodeos for Boy Scout groups, managed bike parking at
community events, led the monthly Full Moon Ride. He oozed integrity, carried himself with
confidence, and was a friend and helper to all. And amazingly, he had been right here, living in a
house just a mile down the street from the one I grew up in, since 2011.
But our paths never would had crossed if he hadn’t been laid off from his oilfield job as a
wireline engineer in 2015.

There was a knock at the front door. I opened it and saw Adam, wearing a crisply pressed
dress shirt tucked into dark denim jeans, and quickly realized I would need to change. All he’d
told me was that we were going to an election party. It didn’t quite click that the event was
anything that warranted close-toed shoes. I’d been living my life in sandals and trail runners for
so long, I forgot that society sometimes demanded business casual.
Slightly nervous to be welcoming a man whom I barely knew into my eccentric
childhood home to meet my oddball father, I led Adam into the kitchen where my dad greeted
him warmly: “Adam! Great to meet you, man.” They exchanged a strong handshake. “We’ve got
plenty of food,” he gestured at the platter of meat placed on the island countertop before them.
“Feel free to help yourself.”
“Oh man! This looks incredible. Thanks, Brett. I haven’t eaten all day.”
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“Have some steak, man,” my dad encouraged him, “It’s so perfect,” he gushed, praising
his own handiwork.
Adam didn’t waste any time. With bare fingers, he picked up a strip of medium-rare steak
from the platter and drove it into his mouth, chewing heartily and making a guttural noise of
approval upon swallowing. In some households, Adam’s behavior may have been considered
faux pax. More refined families might have been offended by his disregard for basic decorum,
which typically dictated the use of utensils and plates. But in the Mendez kitchen, Adam’s
actions were praiseworthy. It was as though he’d intuitively passed some unspoken litmus test.
Later, my dad would tell my mom how much he admired the young man who’d come to take
their daughter out for the evening, adding that the way he’d so ravenously attacked the red meat
had been “manly.”
For my own part, I admired how at home Adam made himself, and how comfortable and
confident he seemed among my dad and his long-time work buddies. Of course Adam was
comfortable. He was in his element. But we didn’t stay long.
While Adam ate and visited, I ran back to my room to put on a burgundy V-neck t-shirt
and a slim pair of dark denim jeans. I then pulled a black long-sleeve knit cardigan around my
shoulders and slipped on the one pair of footwear I owned which was both comfortable to walk
in and deemed acceptable at formal events: Matte-black flats with a rounded toe.
Adam looked clean cut in all senses of the word: Pressed shirt, freshly shaved face and
head, grown-up shoes that didn’t serve any athletic function. His conventional, corporate vibe
snagged a nail of doubt in my mind. It made me wonder if we belonged to the same world.
I felt much more at ease when I saw his truck. It was a black 2003 Tacoma – “old” by
today’s standards – its sunbeaten paint faded and peeling on the hood. Stepping into the small
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cab, I saw that the space behind the seats was littered with bike helmets and empty Cliff Bar
wrappers. Yet I was more comfortable in Adam’s than I would have been riding in a new, lifted
diesel pickup, like the kind so many guys felt the need to drive. Most of all, Adam’s truck told
me that he was self-assured and practical enough to live modestly. He didn’t have anything to
prove.
The more time I spent with Adam, the harder it became to fit him into a box. I’d learned
that he’d grown up in central Pennsylvania being looked after by a Mennonite babysitter while
his mother worked nights as a nurse at the hospital. That he’d spent his tween years raising meat
rabbits for cash and working at a local bike shop for pizza. That he’d done well in school and
gone on to graduate from an expensive, private liberal arts college with a full 4-year tuition
waiver, thanks to the fact that his father was employed as a carpenter at the university. And I
knew that Adam’s current circle of friends was eclectic. He rode with cycling enthusiasts of
every subgenre, from skin-suit wearing roadies to tattooed fixie kids and gnar-shredding singletrack dirt bags. He was also friends with gruff and grizzled oilfield workers, affluent college
alums, and still kept in close contact with his childhood best friend, who refused to own a
smartphone and lived with his wife and three kids in a tiny house with a $200 monthly mortgage
on a mountain in rural Pennsylvania. When I asked Adam how he felt about the presidential
election, he confessed that he’d written in Edward Snowden.
Who was this guy?
The election party was held downtown on the patio of a café whose owners were
supporters of a hopeful young candidate for city council. Like Adam himself had first seemed to
me, the scene at the election party was like a slice of Bakersfield I’d never encountered before.
These were progressive, educated professionals, most of them around our own age, actively
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engaged in local politics and nonprofit work, striving to make Bakersfield a better place. Adam
seemed to know all of them. But mostly we stayed in a little bubble, just the two of us, me
feeding a light buzz with the plastic glass of wine I was nursing, the two of us snacking on hors
d'oeuvres. We talked nonstop.
Swept up in an aura of alcohol and a blossoming fondness for one another, I had almost
forgotten the reason for the evening’s festivities. I could have easily ignored the projector behind
me relaying live polling results for the presidential election. But the faces looking over my
shoulder in utter shock and dismay brought me back to the high-stakes reality of the night.
Adam and I left before a winner was announced.
Later that night, laying in bed in the guest room – which was beginning to feel more like
my own – still reveling in the residual flutter of excitement at uncovering such a promising spark
of connection with a nice human, I rode a high of hope and optimism that not even news of
Donald Trump’s victory could dampen.

***

From atop the hills in east Bakersfield, if you squint just right, it’s possible to imagine
what this place looked like 15-million years ago when it was an ancient inland sea teeming with
marine life. Forty-foot Megalodon hunted in these waters where prehistoric marine mammals
with flippered feet swam in droves. Remnants of these ancient inhabitants can be found all
throughout this part of the valley, particularly at Shark Tooth Hill, a mound aptly named for the
prevalence of fossilized triangular shark teeth, some as big as a tortilla chip, others as small as a
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piece of candy corn. The hill is a popular destination among those eager to pay for the privilege
of sweating under the sun and digging in the dirt for signs of a bygone era.
It was the abundance of aquatic life – and thus, death – in this vast, prehistoric sea that
deposited oil within the belly of the valley. When I was in my 20s, I took a day trip with my dad
west out to San Louis Obispo County to his favorite winery (my dad liked to pick up his wine
club member orders in person), and we’d driven the back route, past fields of grazing sheep, then
over the coastal range through Tehachapi, making a pit stop at the McKittrick tar pits where
crude oil bubbled out of the earth just like I’d remembered seeing at the La Brea pit and natural
history museum as a child. Only unlike a museum, these tar pits hadn’t been converted into an
exhibit. There was no fence, no railing, no barrier to keep any odd thing – human or animal –
from wandering into the sticky death trap. We noticed a single rubber flip flop sandal floating
ominously near the middle of one deposit. Dad said once he’d seen a kangaroo rat here, already
dead. I watched as a bubble formed on the surface of the inky black puddle, growing to the size
of a candy apple before its walls recoiled back into the pit like licorice taffy upon bursting. “It
smells like a fart,” I observed. “It’s belching methane gas,” my dad confirmed.
Back on the east side of the valley overlooking Hart Park, I’d never seen natural tar pits,
but here, oil production still defined the landscape. If you’ve ever seen a panorama shot in a
newspaper or magazine of a seemingly lifeless post-apocalyptic world dominated by rusted metal
pump jacks and a connected like a circuit board by a matrix of above-ground steel pipe, you’ve
gazed upon the glory of the Kern River Oil Field. Across a 17 square mile surface, more than 9
thousand wells active wells puncture the earth like straws sucking from a milkshake. This is the
vista offered to patrons of Panorama Park, across from Greenlawn Cemetery and Bakersfield
College campus.
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My dad drove me out to a field office in Kern River once when I was just a kid. It was a
mobile building, like the kind they planted on school campuses when they needed to add extra
classrooms. It was a weekend, and the guy was there because someone had to be. I spotted a
Girls Gone Wild VHS tape casually sitting on the work desk, presumably the only actionable
item on the day’s agenda. Even though I was no older than 10 or 12, the presence of the tape and
the greasy-looking guy leaning back in the chair with his boots resting defiantly on the table top
seemed consistent with what I’d come to learn about oilfield culture. It was a world my dad
belonged to, and I didn’t feel unsafe as long as I was there with him. But I didn’t feel
comfortable. I breathed easier once we’d left the office and were back in the car sailing through
the winding golden hills, just the two of us.
Maybe it was the fact that Adam’s edges had been roughed up by the oil field that made
him feel familiar. As an adult, he’d also been living in Bakersfield the more consistently than I
had, had more connections, and even knew his way around better than me. By the time we met in
late 2016, between the two of us, Adam was more of a local than I was. But we belonged to the
same world.
Or so it felt the evening we hiked the foothills above Hart Park together under a moonlit
sky. It was mid-November now, but even after the sun had gone down, was still warm enough to
feel pleasant in short sleeves.
“My dad asked if this was a date,” I had texted to Adam before we rendezvoused at the
coffee shop downtown to drive out to the foothills together for a full moon hike.
“What did you tell him?” Adam had asked.
“I told him that it was.”
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Date or not, Adam and I weren’t alone. He had brought Winston, his blockheaded pitbull
with a hot a wheezy smile as broad as a Muppet’s. The dog torpedoed ahead of us in the
darkness, the moonlight bouncing off his short, white fur and lighting shadows up like a
glowstick. Constantly Winston circled back to us, only to come barreling up the narrow footpath
from behind with the power of a freight train. More than once his big, blocky head nearly
knocked me off my feet and sent me tumbling down a steep, prickly slope. I wondered if he
sensed I was edging in on his territory – he’d been Adam’s closest companion since the day he
brought him home – and was trying to rub me out. Later I’d realize that Winston was far too
simple and sweet a creature to ever harbor such ill will. But in that moment, I thought it best not
to underestimate him.
After a fair bit of climbing, we made it to the lookout where I’d stood just a few months
ago. The same one I’d stood atop alone, contemplating this land and my connection to it, feeling
wrapped in a maternal love and benevolence which I’d done nothing to earn. Though there had
been no rain to relieve the drought and the toll it had taken on those hills, the moon cast a strange
light that made everything look differently than I’d ever seen it. As though the topography that
held us – each crack and crevice and swaths of sloping soil – was an illusion crafted in scale
miniature. I felt for an instant that I was somehow much bigger than I’d imagined myself to be.
That I could traverse these hills with the sure-footed authority of a boundless Being. It was a
thought that comforted me as Adam and I nimbly tip-toed out on a narrow hogback, the path
gritty and littered with tiny rocks like ball bearings. We went only as far as caution allowed, then
sat on the dusty ground just above where the ridge dipped sharply into the canyon. Soon, we
were joined by Winston, who had tired himself out and now seemed content to sit at our side and
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be pet. I was thankful for his presence – utterly authentic and uninhibited – and for the
opportunity to do something with my hands.
I looked over at Adam, whose face I hadn’t yet learned to read. The light complimented
his features, accentuating the strong contours of his face and body.
“I’ve never hiked here before,” he told him. “My buddies and I ride these hills all the
time, but this is the first I’ve been up without a bike.”
His eyes looked far away. I wanted them closer. I wondered why he didn’t just kiss me.
Maybe he felt as nervous as I did. To compensate, I talked enough for the both of us. More than
talked, overshared. It was my signature move. One I almost always ended up regretting. What
was behind my need to be known and understood? Why couldn’t I just live in the real world like
normal people? Why did everything have to seem so cryptic and cosmic? Why did I have to
examine and re-examine everything in search of meaning?
Adam seemed more at ease once we’d distanced ourselves from the possibility of
romance along the ridge. We didn’t kiss that night. But we did spend several more hours
together, first seated across the table from one another outside of the café back in town, neither
of us realizing how late it had become until a barista started putting away the patio furniture for
the night, then in a white, well-lit booth at the In-N-Out on Stockdale Highway, me with an order
of Animal Style fries, him with a burger. Of all the things we talked about in those early
moments together, the only bit of conversation that still lives vividly in my memory is the one
spurred by holding each others’ gaze while waiting for someone in a white paper hat to announce
that my order of cheese and grilled onion-covered french fries was ready.
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“Let me see your Driver’s License,” I demanded. Adam pulled his wallet out of his back
pocket and handed me the laminated plastic card which listed his date of birth, weight, and – the
piece of information I was looking for – eye color.
“Hazel,” I nodded approvingly. “I thought so.”
“We have the same eyes,” he said. It was exactly what I’d been thinking. Perhaps that
was partly been why we’d felt so familiar to one another.
In the parking lot, we hugged.
“I would kiss you, but I’ve got onion breath,” I admitted over his shoulder.
“I don’t care,” he grinned.
“Too bad,” I smiled. “I’m saving it for later.”
***
Shortly after meeting Adam, the entire world began to shift.
California’s Mediterranean climate is defined by its hot, dry summers and mild, wet
winters. In terms of rainfall, is also marked by its inconsistency. What meteorologists call
“average annual precipitation” is a figure derived from alternating years of extreme drought and
deluge. Rarely in a given year does a place like Bakersfield receive any amount of rain
resembling “average.” In this respect, the winter of 2016-2017 would be no exception. It would,
however, go down in history as the wettest rainy season in all of California recorded history.
The first of the rains rode in on the heels of the Bakersfield Christmas Parade. The
evening of the parade, skies were mild and clear. Adam and I had ridden in the parade – him
wearing a knit Christmas sweater I’d found while thrifting for second-hand decorations, me with
a giant red ribbon fixed to the back of my bike helmet – along with a whole crew of other festive
people and families, our bikes illuminated by battery-powered LEDs. Hitched to Adam’s bike
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was a long, flatbed trailer, which had been decorated with lights, fake Christmas crap, and the
Bike Bakersfield banner. It was spectacular.
After the parade, walking beside Adam who was looking cute in the musty red Santa hat
I’d purchased for a dollar at the Salvation Army earlier that afternoon – his arm wrapped around
my waist and our strides in synch – I’d almost told him that I loved him. The words formed in
my head before making it out of my mouth. Only two weeks had lapsed since our “first date”
hike in the foothills. But somehow, that was all it took to know.
January brought rain and snow of monumental proportions. We felt it in Bakersfield first
as a cooling, soul-quenching shower, then later as a life-giving channel of runoff from the
mountains. Within a few days of the new year, a pulse could be felt along the Kern in
Bakersfield, where water trickled and settled like shallow bathwater in the river bottom, just in
time to help coax green life from its formerly parched banks. The damp imparted a welcome
firmness to the sandy soil, making for excellent riding conditions on the dirt trails that rolled
along the river. Adam scrounged up an old full-suspension frame to serve as the basis for a Liasized mountain bike, which he built up with quality parts and gifted to me on his own birthday.
The river trails were just a short ride from Adam’s house. We set off together, him leading the
way, me sailing behind, elated by the sense of freedom afforded by two wheels.
We dropped into the dirt trails just past River Walk Park and I watched Adam’s tire catch
a little air on the upswing. I did my best to imitate his moves. I’d spent plenty of hours of my life
on a bicycle, but not like this. Riding on pavement was so monotonous. But these trails flowed
like waves along the river in lilting dips and swoops. A parallel world opened up to me that day,
which for years had been hiding in plain sight. I couldn’t stop smiling. Why hadn’t I been doing
this my entire life?
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Riding with Adam through the river trails and foothills helped me to see for the first time
the place I had grown up in, yet apparently had never really known. It became difficult to
untangle my growing love for Adam with my rekindled love of Bakersfield.
By Valentine’s Day, the foothills that rose above Hart Park were glistening an impossible
green. Adam and I left our bikes at home one day and set out on foot to savor the emerald hills.
The Sierras towered in the distance, every peak and crag glowing radiant white, a symbol of
hope in a drought-stricken land. In a few short weeks, the snowmelt proved more abundant than
even the farmers knew what to do with, and caused the banks of the Kern River to swell all the
way through my backyard and beyond.
It was magic.
I’d had a foolish thought before leaving Virginia. When at last I’d made peace with the
fact that I simply needed to go home – to my real home – I imagined I’d find the life I’d long
been dreaming of waiting for me in the one place I’d refused to look.
I’d been following news of California’s drought from across the country and was feeling
so fearful for the land. I almost hesitated to return, not wishing to be one more human putting
stress on an over-burdened place. In those moments, I imagined that I might somehow hold the
key to restoring balance to this place of extremes. Like me, California was comprised of the
highest highs and the lowest lows. Whichever way the pendulum swung, it swung hard. But I
sensed this routine was growing unsustainable, for the both of us. The older I got, the more
deeply I yearned for an even keel. Maybe I’ll go home to Bakersfield, I thought, and I’ll fall into
a love so big it will bring the rains and end the drought. Surely, a love capable of quenching the
thirst of my lifetime of longing would be strong enough to shatter the sky and make the gods
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weep, as though the floodgates of my heart and those of the Kern River were one in the same. I
dreamed that this place could love me back to life, and I might return the favor.
I’d laughed at myself then, for being so childish as to believe that the world runs on
magic.
But maybe the idea was closer to the truth that I’d thought.
Loving and being loved can change everything. It could transform a prison into paradise.
It could conjure rain and snow from the sky. It could soothe, heal, and strengthen.
Had I changed Bakersfield, or had Bakersfield changed me?
We were one in the same.
***
Adam resigned from Bike Bakersfield about six months after we met. Oil was picking
back up, and he was able to land a job as an operations geologist with one of the big local
resource extraction companies. It was also around this time that we began to talk about getting
married.
“Adam,” I asked him from bed late at night after his first day back in the oilfield, my
voice groggy and childlike, “are you hurting the earth?”
“Well,” he sighed, “I’m not the one drilling, if that’s what you mean. I’m just looking at
the data. And if I didn’t do it, someone else would.”
His response did little to quell my unease.
But still I manage to fall into a peaceful sleep in our spacious master bedroom in our
climate-controlled house in our quiet little corner of suburbia.
***
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Adam and I exchanged vows at the overlook in the foothills above Hart Park from
beneath the light of a November full moon on the one-year anniversary of our first date. More
than the stress and expense of planning a wedding, Adam and I wanted to be married. Much to
the dismay of friends and family, our desire was fulfilled without much fanfare in the place that
meant the most to us.
The full moon fell on a Friday. I came home from work that afternoon and hopped in the
shower while Adam popped over to my parents’ house to collect flowers. Pinned to Adam’s
flannel shirt was a rose grown in my father’s garden, and in my hand I held a bouquet of purple
Mexican Sage that my mother had gathered from the front yard.
In the foothills, it was just Adam and I, though I’d asked a friend to accompany us for
part of the hike to snap a few photos. When she met us at the trailhead just before 5pm, fluffy
white clouds were dancing above us against a crystal blue backdrop with the Sierras sparkling to
the east. “The sky is celebrating for you!” she cried out, her arms spread wide.
Later that night, my mother officiated a small ceremony on the patio of a sushi restaurant
– Adam and I in hiking boots, me wearing a lacy white top and jeans – with my father as witness.
Also in attendance was my sister, Dana, who had driven up from LA with Joaquin at the last
minute after she’d texted me and I’d realized how badly I’d wanted them there. My mother
brought a simple but elegant chocolate cake coated with white icing, which she had topped with
a delicate bundle of bay leaves and fresh roses in the most beautiful shade of sunset pink.
It was splendid how little it took to make the evening feel so special. How the night’s
simplicity and intimacy made it all the more meaningful.
It was the wedding of my dreams.
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4. The Armpit of the State
Most of us who grew up or live in Bakersfield are used to the smart-ass remarks we get
upon admitting to being from here. When I finally started putting down roots in Bakersfield, I
stopped taking these remarks lightly. Depending upon the severity of the offense and how much
– or little – I’d decided I liked the person making them, I began to see these moments either as
opportunities to educate, or declarations of war.
I’d spent my entire adolescent life yearning to escape the hot, dusty hellscape of the
Central Valley. I more than yearned, I schemed. I hustled through night classes and summer
sessions to graduate high school a year ahead of schedule. The August that my former classmates
were trudging back to campus to begin their senior year, I was moving into a co-ed dormitory a
bike ride away from Newport Beach and beginning my freshman year of college.
But if anything, leaving my hometown only further solidified my loyalty to it.
Californians who have never actually set foot in Bakersfield are especially fond of disparaging
the place. I’ve met plenty of people who, upon learning where I grew up, thought themselves
clever by quipping that the city was the “armpit of the state” – an insult I’ve heard more times
than I can count. Far from ending after college, this Bako-bashing phenomenon persisted to this
day. Even the less overtly rude couldn’t seem to help themselves. “You’re from Bakersfield!” a
woman in her 50s had exclaimed to me just a year or so ago. She was an environmental educator
living on the eastern side of the Sierras near Mammoth Mountain. “But you’re so nice and
normal!”
I had long interpreted Bakersfield’s negative reputation as a remnant of Dust Bowl era
scorn for Okies, the impoverished migrant farmworkers who in the 1930s fled famine and
ecological devastation to come work the fields of the Central Valley and build wealth for already
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rich landowners. I tried to tell myself that the Bakersfield I knew was different – that we were no
longer just a bunch of poor, oppressed, housing-insecure migrants toiling in the fields to “feed
the world.” But in truth, the only thing that had changed since the Dust Bowl was the skin color
of the people being exploited.
I knew that the reality of Bakersfield was layered and complex. But it was the only home
I had. And I wanted so very much to believe that it was a place worthy of love.
Adam and I had only been dating for about a month when his dad and stepmother came
out from Pennsylvania for a visit. Along with my mom and dad, the six of us celebrated
Christmas together at the Mendez casita with all the requisite food, wine, and merriment. The
next day, we all drove out to Paso Robles (one of California’s many wine regions) to visit some
wineries and do a little tasting. It was a beautiful day for a drive through the rolling oak
woodland of California’s Central Coast. The first place we visited was small and rural, its tasting
room staffed by just one woman. She looked at least as old as my mother and was of a similar
stature, only she was white. “So,” she asked our group, “where are you from?”
“Well, those two are visiting all the way from Pennsylvania,” Adam explained, gesturing
to his father and stepmom. “But we live in Bakersfield." The woman behind the counter
reflexively made a face, the kind that might creep across a person’s face if they’d accidentally
stepped in a fresh pile of dog shit.
“Bakersfield,” she repeated. She then looked me in the eye and announced, “I’m sorry!”
She’d barely gotten the words out before cracking herself up, laughing like it was the funniest
thing anyone had ever said, and not the least original joke ever told in the history of my life. I
stared at her, processing her wanton disparagement for the town I grew up in, the place I now
called home.
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I didn’t crack a smile.
“I don’t find that funny at all, actually,” I replied in a stern, disapproving tone. The
woman’s face twisted back to neutral, and I saw the pupils of the winemaker, who happened to
be floating around nearby, dart in our direction. Good, I thought. Let this be a lesson to the both
of them. That it’s not okay to ridicule a place you clearly know nothing about, especially when
the people from there are the ones patronizing your business.
I basked in the awkward silence, sensing I’d just won a small victory for Bakersfield.
Then someone changed the subject. We finished our wine, paid for our tasting, and we left.
But something shifted that day, I can’t say for anyone else, but certainly for me.
That was the day I decided that when it came to Bakersfield, I was going to start setting
the record straight.

Two years later, Adam and I traveled back East to attend a wedding. The groom and half
the guest list were college buddies of Adam’s. One of the guys’ plus-ones was a young woman
from Sacramento. Our paths hadn’t crossed during the reception and we were never properly
introduced, but that didn’t stop her from launching a cackle-laden verbal assault on the city of
Bakersfield the second she discovered that’s where Adam and I were living.
“My friend moved there!” she said much too loudly, to seemingly the entire room. “It
was literally the worst!” she laughed. “So awful that she had to leave!” The woman was slouched
in the crotch of an armchair in the middle of our hotel lobby, where the innermost circle of
wedding guests had gathered in a post-matrimony reunion. I was years past jaded and far too
sober to tolerate one more round of someone’s second-hand bullshit about how the worst town in
the world is a place they’d never stepped foot in.
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“Actually,” I spoke up in the most saccharine tone I could muster, “I think it’s a really
exciting time to be living in Bakersfield. A lot of 30-somethings who grew up there and left are
moving back and starting businesses. There’s a lot of momentum behind revitalizing downtown.”
Her crimson-lipsticked mouth accordianed out like the gaping maw of a wide mouth bass
as she blurted the words: “It’s the Armpit of the State!”
That was it. I’d been triggered.
“I actually really take offense when people talk that way about my hometown,” I began,
straight-faced and even-toned in my involuntary “oh no you fucking didn’t” voice, which has a
tendency of running away with itself. “Especially,” I continued, “when those people have never
actually been there. Maybe you should come see Bakersfield for yourself sometime. Maybe then
you’d be able to understand why Adam and I actually really like our life there.”
I stopped there, and it occurred to me that the rest of the room had fallen quiet. Had this
become a scene? I wondered. I looked at the woman’s face. There was remorse in her eyes. I felt
ashamed.
But if given the choice, I would do it just the same a hundred times more.
Why do I hate the name “Armpit of the State”? Because it’s closer to the truth than seems
fair. No place is born a shithole, and always someone profits from turning it into one.
The Central Valley is a region that for too long has endured devastating social, racial, and
environmental injustice. Too often, outsiders are quicker to judge the symptoms of these
injustices than they are to question their origins. My town was built on the backs of hardworking
and hard-loving people. Laboring in the fields. Growing your food. Pumping your oil. Breathing
dust, pesticide drift, and benzene to put gas in your cars, fruit on your table, almond milk in your
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fridge. Still, most people would rather spit on Bakersfield like a beaten down mule than imagine
that it might actually be a place worth saving.
The turning point for me in deconstructing the mythos of Bakersfield was when I began
asking myself: Who is profiting from this narrative that says Bakersfield is an armpit? Why
should I need to prove that my home is a place worth saving? That the landscape isn’t “wrong”
or “worthless” just because it’s hot and dry? Who planted this notion in our heads that says some
places – some people – are more worthy than others?
And most importantly, what could I do to change that?
***
Sometime after getting engaged and before getting married, I managed to find a job that
seemed right for me. It was a full-time, benefitted position as an environmental educator at a
teaching garden just a few miles from the home I now shared with Adam. I was being paid to
grow food and teach elementary school children about plants and science. Some days I would
stand in the cool, spring breeze in the middle of a huddle of third graders holding a kiwi-green
tomato hornworm worm in my hand, feeling like I had the best job in the world. Other days, I
sweat through my UV protective work shirt in 100-degree heat, fighting leaky irrigation lines
and aggressively invasive nutsedge, and was convinced it was the worst. After two years, it all
averaged out to feeling just tolerable. I knew I needed a change.
Working outside year-round in Bakersfield and trying to keep plants alive through the
blistering heat of summers – which had grown empirically, inarguably hotter than those of my
youth – I began to take climate change personally. Biologically, I was not designed to withstand
high temperatures and was beginning to question my ability to thrive in the Central Valley’s
increasingly hot climate. My second summer in the garden, our HR manager made me file a
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workplace injury report when my trunk broke out in little red pockmarks the texture of an orange
peel. A doctor confirmed that it was heat rash, and restricted my work to indoor activities until
my skin cleared up.
It wasn’t just the heat of summer that had gotten more extreme, cold and wet weather had
become more unpredictable. My second spring in the garden, Bakersfield experienced an
unsettling cold spell in May, when temperatures typically would have been climbing into the 80s
and 90s. The plants seemed as confused as we were. Weeding around the deep green leaves
sprouting up from the potato mound on chilly afternoon, I noticed something odd: A cluster of
bright green tomato-looking berries. I inspected the bunch closely, turning it over it my hand and
tracing the stem to its base to confirm that the strange fruit was, without a doubt, part of the
potato plant. I asked the garden manager (who had earned a degree in crop science from UC
Davis and had been working in agriculture for 20 years) if he had ever seen a potato plant bear
fruit. He was flummoxed. So we turned to the internet, and a quick Google search revealed that
potato plants will grow small, inedible fruit (they’re toxic, don’t even try) – when exposed to
cold temperatures.
As if the poison potato fruit hadn’t been foreboding enough, a freakishly late and heavy
rainstorm accompanied the cold. I remember standing under the porch of the garden office in the
middle of the downpour awestruck, my two coworkers by my side. We surveyed our domain as
the drops pummeled our neat rows of fledgling tomatoes, peppers, cukes and melons. In May. It
felt unreal. Terrifying. And strangely validating.
“Boy oh boy!” I shouted over the rain. “This is it, you guys! This is climate change!”
They exchanged worried looks, though I couldn’t be sure what concerned them more, my oddly
jovial sense of hysteria, or the fact that the earth’s temperature and oceans were rising. Finally, I
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broke the silence and declared with an ironic smile: “It’s up to us now! We’re gonna have to save
the world!”
It was around that same time that I realized I would never be able to recycle, reduce, or
reuse – or even ride my bike enough – for my individual actions to have any kind of meaningful
impact on climate change-causing emissions. Even though as a teacher, I could go home feeling
good about the seeds of awareness I was helping to plant in the minds of the children and adults
who visited the garden, I believed that I had more to offer than performing a job whose most
demanding responsibilities entailed pulling weeds and moving water around a one-acre plot.
There had to be something more I could contribute that would have a bigger impact.
It was the belief in that something that kept me searching.
***
That same summer, in August of 2019, about a month after my final work day at the
garden, I spent a weekend at Yosemite National Park as part of a naturalist course I’d enrolled in.
My cohort of about 20 people gathered in Wawona to learn from speakers and scientists about
the environmental issues facing the Sierra Nevada range, and California at large. On the first
morning, we surveyed a burn area from the South Fork Fire two years ago. The land, still
charred, told a sad tale. One of drought, rising temperatures, and a changing ecosystem.
Tom, Yosemite’s Fire Information Officer, had little to offer in terms of optimism:
“Dryness,” he stated simply, his tone somber, his gazed fixed straight ahead at the imaginary
horizon at the back of the room. “That’s the thing that freaks me out. Every day. Every summer.
And it’s becoming the norm.” His eyes shifted their focus as he looked into the crowd of nature
lovers, teachers, and activists, and said unflinchingly: “We are gonna have some Mega Fires.”
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An Awahnechee speaker went on to explain that fire was an essential part of the
landscape, a tool harnessed by indigenous peoples for millennia to sculpt the forest and manage
the resources it provided. But what we were witnessing now was the result a one-hundred-year
policy of fire suppression by white colonizers, who violently removed native stewards from their
ancestral lands – often under the guise of “conservation,” as had been done with the creation of
Yosemite National Park – and restricted native peoples’ rights to tend to their home as they had
done since time immemorial.
It felt like a punch to the gut to think of how an entire continent had been so thoroughly
and utterly fucked up in just a few short generations. But maybe there was also a glimmer of
hope in that fact. Like, if we really put our minds to it and shifted the power dynamics of land
use and conservation, humans could unfuck it just as quickly.
The presentation by the state water commissioner painted the need to do so as urgent.
“Without better water management in California,” he assured us, “we will become climate
refugees.”
Later, listening to one scientist present about her research on tree mortality in the Sierras,
I felt soothed by the dispassionate, objective tone with which she relayed the staggering facts and
sad reality: The Sierras, for better or for worse, were changing. One day, these forests would no
longer look as we remember them, perhaps as soon as the end of our lifetime.
Her unembellished words felt ominous. Like marking the beginning of the end.
Or was it a beginning?
I let myself take comfort in the idea that, on a scale of deep time, the climate crisis we
faced in this current moment in Earth history was but a mere blip in her lifetime. And that
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Nature, in her fluid, dynamic, all-embracing beauty, exhibits no preference. She has no sense of
self. No fear of death. And she embodies the wisdom that destruction is necessary for renewal.

***

By late November, summer had finally yielded to fall. I began running again. Most
frequently along the dirt road that was not far from the house I shared with my husband. From
the front door of our home, it was an easy half-mile jog along the crisp, clean sidewalks lining
our suburban streets. Just take a right where the neighborhood opens up to a busy road where
cars drive too fast, trucks belch diesel fumes, and trash collects easily: Faded aluminum cans and
plastic bottles and bags worn brittle and broken by the sun. As a rule, I was in the habit of
picking up what I could (usually on the return leg of my journey), and triaging the litter in
priority of least-to-most biodegradable. Foam packaging, plastic bottle: Pick it up. Corner of
cardboard, paper bag: Leave it to return to the earth. Often times, the garbage provided its own
receptacle in the form of a plastic bag, perhaps blown into the street from someone’s car window
or truck bed. Plastic bags which, at one point, had contained a six pack of beer. A few bags of
chips. A dozen pounds of ice. The most important thing in my mind was removing the plastic. It
was more than just unsightly, it posed a threat to the birds and critters who lived in the preserve.
I wondered how many people who drove down this busy road realized what life lived here, along
the river.
As I trotted down to the dirt path, I was greeted by sandy-colored wisps of brush,
menacing tumbleweeds laden with prickles, and 8-foot-tall stalks of dried telegraphweed, their
spent blossoms now topped with dollops of dandelion fluff. Facing south, about a hundred yards
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away on the opposite side of the dry river bed, was the Kern River Parkway Trail: A more than
30-mile long paved path which ran parallel to the Kern River and offered free public access to
Bakersfield’s 6,000 acre Kern River Parkway nature preserve.
This far west, the Kern River had retired for the year, leaving in its wake a dry corridor of
sculpted silt and sand. Carried by snowmelt from the highest peak in the Sierras, this sand is
descended from great mountains. The riverbed’s subdued beauty was just the sort I’d been
discovering more and more of lately in my hometown. Bakersfield wasn’t necessarily the sort of
place to wear its beauty on its sleeve. Particularly this time of year, after the heat of summer had
rendered most surfaces seemingly dead or dying. But there was treasure to be found here by
those who regard the land with a curious and loving eye.
Looking down, I noticed that even the barren dirt path beneath my feet betrayed fresh
signs of life. The fine sand was quick to capture even the smallest of footsteps: A shiny black
beetle that had left a trail of zig-zags in the direction of its shuffling. A kangaroo rat that had
bestowed impressions of its hoppy hind feet and tufted tail. The perfectly preserved paw prints of
a skulking bobcat.
There were also signs of human life woven into the sandy road: The hopscotch-like
imprint of a pair of running shoes. The snake-like slither of a bike tire. The straight and steady
markings of truck tread left by behind by a service vehicle. Humbling reminders of just how far
from wild this patch of undeveloped land really was. But that didn’t prevent me from valuing it
as much as if it were. One might even argue that it’s these places close to home – the humdrum
and seemingly unremarkable – that are in most dire need of our love, awe, and protection.
In an effort to better understand my home and its river, I’d recently learned that I owed
this preserve – the landscape of my childhood, my adulthood, my past and present muse – to the
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vision conjured by two idealistic 20-something-year-olds. In the 1970’s, Rich O’Neil and Bill
Cooper were just two young men who, in the face of rapid urban sprawl, dared to dream of a
Bakersfield in which the river and its surrounding habitat were spared from encroaching
urbanization. They planted and irrigated thousands of trees along the banks of the river,
advocated for a paved bike path, and fought to preserve public access to Bakersfield’s singular
life-giving vein of water. Although I’d never met Rich or Bill, I couldn’t begin to fathom what
my life would have looked like without them.
To the Euro-American settlers of the mid-1800s, flood was considered more foe than
friend. Between the middle of the 19th and 20th Centuries, thousands of acres of cropland in the
Central Valley were destroyed by flooding, due to the fact that the crops had been planted in a
floodplain. Soon, under the pretense of preserving the growing town of Bakersfield and its
lucrative agricultural industry, the US Army Corps of Engineers began constructing a dam at the
mouth of the Kern River canyon, which was completed in 1953, creating behind it a reservoir
that put the former town of Isabella underwater. For as long as I’d been alive, all water from the
Kern River had been meticulously controlled. Most of it was diverted to cropland, water recharge
projects, and the California Aqueduct, which funneled water to other, equally arid parts of the
state. Whatever was left – if anything – trickled here, through my backyard.
Walking west along the dirt path, I could see the tops of houses rising up over the north
side of the canal. Each roof was flanked by a variety of trees: Eucalyptus, redwood, palm, liquid
amber; species that were not native to this desert savanna. Everything out here was so perfectly
well adapted to where it lived: the thorny trees, prickly plants, the predators and the prey. All
equally scrappy and defiant in the face of heat and drought, they possessed a rugged, unkempt
beauty. Wandering off the road and along a small footpath where trees were sparse and the
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ground was scrubby, I heard a conspicuous “crunch” with each step. Most of the plants at my
feet looked positively burnt, but elsewhere, the landscape sparkled: In the bright, bulging seed
pods that hang from the mesquite trees like strands of beaded peridot. In the cool, shimmery
leaves of a quivering cottonwood tree.
At this time of day when the sun dipped low on the horizon and shadows grew long, you
could see the twinkle of spider’s silk glistening from every blade of grass, threading itself
through the entire landscape like some sacred desert tinsel, weaving all walks of life into one.
The farther I walked in the direction of the setting sun, the more sparse the homes on the
north side of the canal became. Yet there loomed a sporadic collection of bare wooden frames
and unfinished roofs cropping up just beyond the current edge of town. The buzz of a saw and
the ka-chunk of a nail gun echoed through the late afternoon sky. The harsh, mechanical sounds
of progress.
As soon as the sun set, a cool dampness blanketed the landscape. I felt it settle around
me, from my bare ankles to my clavicle. It smelled different than my sunlit surroundings of just
moments ago. A fresh, earthy scent with a hint of sage.
It smelled like home.
As I tiptoed around twirling tendrils of salt heliotrope, a flurry of morning doves cooed
and scuttled through the air. A rabbit out for an evening nibble startled by my approaching
footsteps bounded off through the brush. From the top of a cottonwood tree, a regal raptor
surveyed its kingdom. And in the distance, the staccato cry of a coyote reverberated.
I wondered what the skies had looked like even as little as two-hundred years ago, when
this place had still been a vast, marshy haven for birds, wildlife, and humans alike. When Tule
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elk had roamed these lands, and the honks of hundreds of thousands of snow geese had shattered
the sky. Before tribes of Yokuts Indians were driven off their land – and worse – by settlers.
As much as I grieved for a world that I’d never known, I grieved equally as hard for all
there was still left to lose. What I feared might already be lost.
I wanted to paint a memory of this place, a love letter to the land that gave us everything,
without condition, and asked nothing in return.

I turned around and faced east. On a clear day, I would have been able to see Bear
Mountain towering in the distance, or the southernmost crest of the Sierra Nevada Mountains
rising up over the river. But a haze hung in the air that day, and all I could make out was the
place where I’d started, where a concrete bridge arched over the dry riverbed.
No sooner had I crawled between the padlocked gate and stepped back onto the concrete
sidewalk than my nose detected the bright, artificial odor of someone’s laundry tumbling in a
dryer. Beneath the glow of traffic lights, an endless caravan of cars whizzed past me with
spectacular indifference.
I followed the smooth sidewalk back to my house and humbly retreated to the comfort of
my four walls and the promise of a warm shower, my heart rejuvenated by my brief journey into
the world beyond the pavement, my spirit buoyed by the reassurance that just beyond my
doorstep, something wild dwelled.

5. Meeting Bill
The day I met Bill Cooper was the same day I’d received an offer of admission the
University of Montana’s graduate program in Environmental Studies. They’d thrown in a full
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first-year tuition waiver if I agreed to teach an undergrad section of Writing 101. I’d barely had
time to scan the email before jumping into my car and zipping to downtown Bakersfield to attend
a meeting with the Chief of Staff at the Kern Superintendent of Schools office. Several weeks
ago, I’d contacted the Kern River Parkway Foundation via email and expressed interest in
getting involved. Which was why the board president of the Kern River Parkway Foundation –
the non-profit that Bill had helped create – had invited me to attend the meeting. He’d been
impressed by my evident passion for the river and my experience in environmental education and
explained that the Foundation intended to open an interpretive center at the old adobe at Hart
Park. It was a building I knew well.
A historic New Deal-era project, the adobe once housed the park’s resident ranger,
however, the county had allowed the property to degrade steadily over the years and at some
point a feral flock of Indian peafowl had taken up residence on the grounds. The exotic birds
managed to attract a regular crowd of onlookers and admirers, who began referring to the place
affectionately as “the peacock house.” When Bill saw a bulldozer take down an outlying building
and learned that the adobe itself was slated for demolition, he spearheaded a campaign to save it.
The Foundation launched a petition to get the structure listed on the state’s registry of historic
buildings, which was soon accepted. In this way, they were able to politically strong-arm the
county into allocating half a million dollars to the adobe’s restoration. Bill had succeeded in
saving the Peacock House, but now the county demanded to know what he and the Kern River
Parkway Foundation intended to do with it. That was where I came in.
“Lia Mendez,” the board president gestured toward a man of about 70, with greying hair
and skin that had seen about as many years of sun. We were standing in the waiting room on the
7th floor of the County Superintendent of Schools building, daylight pouring in from wall-to-wall
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south-facing windows. “This is Bill Cooper. Bill is the co-founder of the Kern River Parkway
Foundation.”
“Yes, hello,” I extended my hand to Bill, “I’m a big fan of your work,” I gushed.
And that was how my relationship with Bill began.
After the meeting, the board president would lead me to a quiet, shaded courtyard and ask
me what sort of commitment I might be willing to make to the adobe nature center project. It was
a cause I believed in and wanted to succeed more than any other project I’d seen happen in my
hometown. A nature center in Bakersfield meant educating people about the history and ecology
of this place. Education had the power to completely transform this place by changing how
people understood and valued it. A nature center in Bakersfield had the power to turn this town
from a dusty, exploited prisoner of industry into a healthy, thriving paradise.
On the other hand, I’d just been granted a ticket out of this place. And what qualifications
did I currently have? What did I actually know? About anything? I could stay and do the best I
could with the tools I had, or I could leave and pursue a course of study which would grant me
better tools, connections, and opportunities to do something bigger in the long run.
I was torn. I’d felt lately as I’d never felt before that my town needed me, and that I,
finally, had something to give. Now, just as my heart had opened itself up to serving this place,
my wish for an escape hatch had been fulfilled. I wept with indecision. If I decided to stay, was
there room here to grow? Was it really necessary to leave in order to fulfill my true potential? If I
decided to go, who would be here to protect the river when Bill and his generation of activists
had retired?
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It was February of 2020. I had six months left in Bakersfield before I would have to be in
Montana for the start of the fall semester. I could accomplish a lot for the Parkway Foundation in
that short time, I thought. A lot can happen in half a year.
As it turned out, a lot did happen that year.
And nothing would ever be the same.

***

In the early 1960s, at eleven years old, Bill Cooper could walk himself along the dusty
road from his family’s home in Oildale down to the old adobe stables at the fairgrounds where
his father rented a stall for five dollars a month. It was just one of many horse stables nearby. In
those days, lots of kids had horses. And before they were old enough to drive a car, they could
saddle up their steed and trot down the trail to the bank of the Kern River. Back then, there were
plenty of mornings that Bill and his friends would head out on horseback to ride beneath the
canopy of cottonwoods and sycamore, through whips of willow and tendrils of fiddleneck –
cooled and comforted by the lush life made possible by the steady flow of water – and not return
until supper time. There was always something to do down on the river. Float. Fish. Wade into
the soft, silty banks and fill sacks with crawdads to bring home and boil. There actually used to
be crawdads in the river back then, Bill told me. There were places where you could find
hundreds of them.
But a lot had changed in sixty years.
Today, the Kern River as it unravels across the San Joaquin Valley floor is a sight unlike
any of California’s other well-known vistas. Far less dramatic than glacier-carved towers of
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granite and rather quaint compared to cliffsides eroded by crashing waves, the water that shaped
this land had a far gentler touch. Flowing when needed, receding when not. Feeding the soil by
delivering to the valley mineral-rich sediment from the Sierras, which was partly how farmers
now managed to “feed the world” from this desert.
It was the farmers who sought predictability in the flow of water to this valley, after
nature proved time and time again that she would offer none. Before the meddling of man and
the controlled flow of snowmelt from the western Sierras, the river ran wild. Barreling through
the canyon with great intensity in wet years, flowing at a more subdued pace in times of drought.
Adapting a slightly different course from year to year, tracing ribbon-like routes through the
yielding valley floor.
I grew up about ten miles west of Bill’s childhood home, in a freshly built house that sat
atop former farmland, as the borders of Bakersfield were busy ballooning in all directions.
My childhood came and went. A river never ran through it. The only body of water that I
can ever recall encountering was the irrigation ditch that encircled the carrot field across the
street from our neighborhood. The narrow strip of stagnant water was good for collecting
tadpoles in the springtime, but not much else. As for the dry riverbed, I could recall walking
through it once, though I didn’t recognize it as remotely riparian at time. Even well into my adult
life, I remained utterly ignorant to the fact that water ever could – or should – have flowed there.
Before the damming of nearly every river that drained off the sunset slope of the Sierras,
mother nature temporarily transformed as many as two-and-a-half million acres of the Central
Valley floor – an area of land larger than Yellowstone National Park – into the largest wetland
complex in the western United Stated. According to one researcher’s estimate, prior to EuroAmerican settlement, the region once supported thirty-five million migrating ducks, geese, and
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swans. Today, these wetlands of the Central Valley still serve as the wintering grounds for over
half of the waterfowl that traveled along the Pacific Flyway, though 90% of California’s original
wetlands have been lost and only a fraction of wildlife remains.
Because the San Joaquin Valley has suffered such a dramatic loss of habitat, the region is
now home to one of the highest concentrations of threatened and endangered animal species in
the country. These species include nine invertebrates, three amphibians, five reptiles, forty-two
birds, and thirteen mammals, some of which are endemic, meaning that they can only be found
in this unique corner of the world. Once these animals are gone, they’re gone forever.
Over the course of millennia, the valley’s native peoples, the Yokuts – comprised of
dozens of tribes each numbering from 200 - 350 people strong – perfected the art of living in
synchrony with the rhythm of runoff from the benevolent Sierras. But by the time Bill was born,
colonizers had already dramatically altered the natural order of things. The settlement once
known as “Kern Island” – which rose out of the high ground where two branches of the Kern
River danced away from one another like partners in a contra line – had already long been
dubbed “Baker’s Field,” in honor of Colonel Thomas Baker who, in the 1860s, hired teams to
throttle the river and drain the wetlands. Nearly a hundred years later, the Isabella Dam was
constructed in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, further sealing the fate of the once wild Kern River.
And ever since, its waters have been meticulously managed to provide precise allocations to
water rights holders – all of whom were seemingly forever embroiled in endless contest and
litigation over life’s most precious resource.
Water was once something I took for granted. It had always reliably poured from the tap,
down the toilet bowl, filled our ice cube trays and watered our lawns. With this newfound
awareness of the absurdity of colonizing a desert on borrowed water, I became obsessed with
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understanding how this incarnation of “normal” came to be, and how long this bizarre status quo
could be sustained.
I pieced together what I could through conversations with Bill, a litany of articles written
by Bakersfield’s most prominent water journalist, Lois Henry, and government natural resources
and policy websites. The first thing I learned was that with new state regulations on groundwater
pumping and climate change reducing snowpack in the Sierras, the fight for water in California
had become more cutthroat than ever. Which went a long way to explain why Bakersfield and its
population of 380,000 – the ninth largest city in the country’s most populous state – had no
water in its river. But the dry river was not a recent development. In the mid 20th century, water
in Bakersfield had been plentiful, streaming down the mountains as runoff and bubbling up from
the aquifer as groundwater. It was so plentiful, that the city declined from entangling itself in the
heated water wars being fought by the region’s farmers, believing that the ground and surface
water upon which Bakersfield relied was secure. This naivety would prove to be to the city’s
detriment.
The tale of the stolen Kern River brings to mind one of my father’s favorite sayings, “Tis
better to ask for forgiveness than to ask for permission,” the implied message being that if you’re
clever enough, you’ll never have to ask for either. Perhaps this was the thinking of the powerful
ag interests who, in the 1950s, began quietly divvying up the life-giving water of the Kern River
amongst themselves, without bothering to ask for permission to take more than their fair share.
After all, farming was big business, and many growers were expanding their empires westward,
planting thousands of new acres of thirsty crops in desert lands that would have never seen a
drop of river water had those same resourceful farmers not built a concrete canal to deliver it
straight to their fields. They might have gotten away with it, too, had they exercised more self-
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restraint and not bled the river dry. Such a glaring loss has a way of provoking attention,
especially for a community whose common heritage and quality of life were built upon the
backbone of a free-flowing river. As such, the city of Bakersfield launched an investigation to
solve the mystery of the missing water. When it was discovered that powerful ag interests had
hijacked Bakersfield’s Kern River and were siphoning it through a concretized canal – a canal
which devastated the riparian ecosystem and deprived the river even the dignity of percolating
the ground and recharging the city’s aquifer – the city filed several lawsuits to determine the
river’s rightful owner and to get back the water that had been wrongfully taken.
The offending party was Tenneco West, a subsidiary of Tenneco Incorporated, a
Houston-based oil conglomerate with diversified interests in ag, auto parts, chemicals, and
shipbuilding, to name a few. In 1976, Tenneco settled the dispute by selling its water rights –
20,000 acre-feet – to the people of Bakersfield for seventeen-million tax-payer dollars. Which
might have meant a happy ending for the Kern River, were in not for a damning clause in the 30year contract which the city signed to help pay off the bond. The new agreement required that the
city sell a sizeable chunk of its water to the North Kern Water Storage District, which supplied
water to local farms. In theory, the 1976 deal that the city brokered with North Kern was
brilliant. Thanks to the settlement with Tenneco, the city was once again in possession of the
rights to more water than it needed. A single acre-foot of water is the equivalent of roughly
326,000 gallons, enough liquid to cover an entire acre of land one foot deep. 20,000 acre-feet of
water is the equivalent of over 6.5 billion gallons. If that sounds like a lot, that’s because it is.
Still, in the big picture of California hydrology, the amount was modest. Especially compared to
the amount of water used by agribusiness. In 2019, Forbes reported that the Wonderful Company
– one of the biggest agricultural producers in Kern County, and one of the water customers
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served by North Kern Water Storage District – used at least 120 billion gallons of water every
year. That was more than 18 times the amount of Kern River water North Kern purchased each
year from the city of Bakersfield. The amount of water that Wonderful devoted to growing nuts
alone would be enough the meet the daily needs of every resident in San Francisco for an entire
decade.
In the beginning, selling 20 thousand acre-feet of water per year to North Kern made
good business sense. The contract, after all, was temporary. By the time it expired in late 2011,
the city of Bakersfield was eager to have its water back. City officials looked forward to running
the water down the dry riverbed to replenish the aquifer, rejuvenate the riparian habitat, and
restore the pride of Bakersfield.
Sadly, this vision would not come to pass. When the city notified North Kern that it
wanted its water back, North Kern pointed to an extension period that was written into their 35year contract, which stated that the city was under legal obligation to continue selling them the
20 thousand acre-feet of Kern River water until Bakersfield specified need – a “project” – that
would put the water to use within city limits. North Kern took the city of Bakersfield to court,
and argued that allowing the water to flow through the river did not constitute a real project, and
that the conditions of the 1976 agreement must be upheld. In 2014, the court ruled in favor of
North Kern Water Storage District. When Bakersfield appealed, North Kern was vindicated yet
again. Though the people of Bakersfield owned the water, North Kern was determined to hold on
to its right to use every last drop of it.
But why was North Kern so hellbent on buying Kern River water from Bakersfield on the
front end, when that water would still be available for use (either as surface water or
groundwater) even if the city got its way and ran it through town? Why not let the people of
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Bakersfield have a river? Why not let the cottonwood trees quench their thirst? Let the egrets and
great blue herons wade? Let the children fling themselves from tattered ropes, and the people
cool themselves with a swim? Why not allow the river to flow through the city of Bakersfield,
and then simply use it once it has reached the other side?
In the spring of 2020, as a novel Coronavirus stopped the world in its tracks and people
everywhere began seeking solace in the outdoors, the city of Bakersfield opened the weir and
released Kern River water into its natural channel. The community rejoiced, and people flocked
in record numbers to the Kern River Parkway’s trails and preserves, which even just a few inches
of water had managed to revive. But there was one group that was unhappy about this decision:
North Kern. The water storage district sued the city of Bakersfield for using its own water; water
the city was contractually obligated to sell to North Kern. Once again, North Kern’s robust legal
team was able to convince the court that Bakersfield should not be in charge of its own water.
Moreover, the ruling ordered Bakersfield taxpayers to reimburse North Kern for the cost of
pumping required to draw from the ground water that should have been delivered directly via
concrete canal. The water allowed to flow through the river wasn’t lost. It wasn’t wasted. But
retrieving it had posed an inconvenience for North Kern, and for that, the people of Bakersfield
paid the price.
The Bakersfield city attorney in charge of handling water disputes summed up the issue
concisely to journalist Lois Henry in an article she wrote for the Bakersfield Californian in April
of 2020: “It would cost $2.7 million for North Kern farmers to pump water, as opposed to $2.1
million to buy it from Bakersfield.”
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The apparent savings of denying the people of Bakersfield a flowing river? A measly
$600k. A figure that, if split among the city’s 380,000 residents, would amount to less than $1.60
per person.
To North Kern, it was business.
To me, it felt like a slap in the face.

Bill did his best to paint a mental picture of a freer-flowing Kern River which people like
me, who were born a generation too late, had never known. Along West Columbus Street, where
the river once fed a thicket of Cottonwood trees that Bill and his friends called “Hobo Jungle,”
there was now a trailer park. Farther afield, where Bill’s father-in-law used to hunt for deer in the
river bottom, Memorial Hospital now proudly stood. Where the 24th Street bridge crossed the
river, Bill remembered cows. Their former pasture was now home to Beach Park – a typical turfcovered suburban park, kept green by a constant application of water via sprinkler head. Named
for Bakersfield Beach, the park was once a wide spot in the river where anyone in town could
come to swim and cool off on a blazing hot Bakersfield summer day.
Bill told me about the good ol’ days along the Kern River in a matter-of-fact tone, his
voice animated but even-keeled. At 73, his tenacity and determination had yet to wane, even
after more than forty years of working tirelessly to preserve Bakersfield’s greatest resource for
the public good. Beginning in the mid 1970s, in the face of rapid growth and urbanization, Bill
teamed up with fellow activist Rich O’Neil to save the lower Kern from development. At the
time, the city was considering concretizing the river, as had been done in Los Angeles; a plan
that would almost certainly destroy public access, not to mention habitat. The very thought that
the Kern River might meet such a fate made the pair shudder. So together they advocated for a
paved bike path to lend both purpose and visual definition to the dry riverbed. They planted
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hundreds of trees, worked with the city to designated parks and preserves, and dared to dream of
a Bakersfield in which the river and its riparian habitat were spared from encroaching
development. In 1985, the pair co-founded the Kern River Parkway Foundation, a volunteer-run
organization dedicated to protecting and preserving the one resource that made life in
Bakersfield livable.
1985 was also the year that I came into the world. By then, the San Joaquin Valley had
become the most productive farming region on the planet, thanks to the state’s laissez faire
approach to groundwater pumping and fifty years of deliveries of life-giving liquid via federally
subsidized reclamation projects. It was a corrupt system from the beginning, designed to enrich
the already wealthy farmers, who were able to take advantage of tax-payer subsidized water to
expand their acreage and grow food at unfathomable scales.
The vulnerability of this system is well understood by experts. And, in recent decades, a
steadily sinking valley floor has inspired a change of heart among California lawmakers, who,
for over 160 years, simply couldn’t be bothered to pass legislation regulating groundwater
pumping. Imagine groundwater like a checking account: A porous medium in the subsurface that
acts like a sponge, where water can be either withdrawn or deposited. Withdrawals are conducted
by pumping groundwater to the surface via a well. Deposits may take the form of natural
processes, such as rain events and river drainage, or through human activity, as is the case when
water is applied to cropland via irrigation (some farmers even like to argue that their inefficient
watering practices are beneficial for groundwater recharge, because any water unused by the
crops percolates down). Just like a real-life checking account, it’s important to balance deposits
and withdrawals in order to avoid going into overdraft: Don’t pump any more than you can
replenish. Unfortunately, very few farming operations in California manage to keep a balanced
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checkbook. And the problem with a chronically over-drafted aquifer is that it physically
contracts. Once that account balance drops, its holding capacity is restricted indefinitely. The
ground above the aquifer actually sinks in elevation in an irreversible process known as
subsidence, and the water table’s ability to store groundwater is forever diminished. A frightful
prospect for the 34 million residents of California who rely upon groundwater to meet their daily
water needs.
By the early 1950s, rates of subsidence due to groundwater pumping had already reached
2 feet per year in some parts of California. From 1987 to 1993, around the same time I was
playing with pollywogs in irrigation ditches, drought conditions drove groundwater demand
higher than ever, and portions of the San Joaquin valley floor sank by a depth of 8 feet in some
places.3 Subsidence isn’t just a threat to water storage, it’s also a threat to water delivery. The
Friant-Kern canal is a 152-mile gravity-fed concrete canal which transports billions of gallons of
water to cities and farms alike. As the valley floor crumbles beneath it, the canal has lost more
than half of its carrying capacity since its construction in 1951. The cost to repair the damage has
been estimated at $350 million, and the question of who would pay for that damage was far from
settled.
In 2014, California’s governor signed into law the Sustainable Groundwater Management
Act, which would require Groundwater Management Agencies throughout the entire state to
achieve groundwater sustainability by the year 2042. “Until then, it’s going to be a race to the
bottom,” one state water commissioner told me privately in 2019.
Agribusiness liked to tout itself as a kind of a benevolent savior, creating jobs and
“feeding the world.” In 2014, when the state’s almond crop was valued at $7.6 billion. According
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to a report compiled for the State Almond Board, almond farming employed just 2.86 people per
$1 million dollars of output.4 And since when did the rest of the world become incapable of
feeding itself? Who had decided that the best use of our precious water, our nutritious soil, and
our irreplaceable habitat was to package it into bags of almonds and pistachios to be shipped
overseas? More importantly, who was truly benefitting from this arrangement? In 2019, the two
nuts had been California’s top valued agricultural export, a fact which supposedly justified overpumping already tapped-out aquifers to keep the thirsty trees alive through the bleakest years of
drought the state had seen in decades. Selling the crops on the foreign market had earned
growers nearly $7 billion that year.5
But at what price?
To those with a stake in the San Joaquin Valley’s billion-dollar agricultural industry,
water was a workhorse. A commodity. An input in an equation more economical than ecological:
Land plus water equals profit.
But to all of the plant, animal, and human life inhabiting the desiccated remains of what
was once a lush riparian habitat, water meant so much more.
While my ancestors may not have originated from this land, it is this land that has made
me. Like the endemic and endangered Antelope Squirrel, San Joaquin Kit Fox, or Tipton
Kangaroo Rat, connection to this land felt coded in my DNA. Its health felt central to my
survival. And in an all-too real sense, it was. Not just to those of us living in the Central Valley,
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but for consumers all across the country who had become reliant upon the agricultural bounty of
this land, which currently produced one-quarter of all the nation’s food. People who had no idea
how fragile this unsustainable system of extraction had become.
If there was one thing I’d gleaned from all of my research and probing, it was that
“business as usual” in Kern County would soon no longer be an option.
A reckoning was coming.

6. April Fools
The year 2020 began on a hopeful note. Shortly after our introduction, I agreed to
volunteer alongside Bill under a canopy set up at Panorama Vista Preserve while one hundred
fourth grade students explored the preserve and learned about the natural history of their town’s
river. There were a handful of other volunteers representing the Kern River Parkway Foundation,
most also active in at least one other local chapter of national organizations such as the Sierra
Club and Audubon Society, all of them long since retired from their day jobs. They were excited
to meet me, excited to have a young person eager to help educated the community and advocate
for what native flora, fauna, and habitat remained in Bakersfield.
Bill was adamant that education was key, and he especially believed in engaging students
from under-privileged schools for whom a three-hour field trip to Panorama Vista Preserve on
the north bank of the Kern River might be their only exposure to a “natural” environment. Other
students from more affluent schools with budgets to cover the cost of things like charter buses
and program admission were able to participate in environmental education programs farther
afield. Since 1998, the naturalists at Wind Wolves Preserve, 40 minutes south of Bakersfield in
the foothills of Los Padres National Forest, have led hikes and interpretive programs, teaching
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visitors about animal scat, pollinators, Native American history, and everything in between.
Since 1968, a right of passage for nearly every sixth grader in Kern County was to spend one
week at Camp KEEP, a science and nature education program funded by Kern Superintendent of
Schools. I still have vivid memories of the week I spent at Camp KEEP, which back in the late
90’s still hosted programs at an old campground in the Western Sierras. Now the program
operated sites along the Central California Coast, where students could explore tide pools and
learn about marine science. The cost to attend a 5-day program at Camp KEEP was over $300
per person, a fee that applied to not just students, but to teachers and counselors as well.
Although opportunities for scholarships and financial assistance were available for programs at
Wind Wolves and Camp KEEP, each year hundreds of students were still unable to participate.
Bill lamented the fact that such life-changing experiences remained out of reach for children and
families already experiencing so many barriers to the outdoors. It was why he believed in turning
a dilapidated old adobe at Hart Park into a nature education center. But he also saw education as
essential to the future of conservation in Kern County. Although the one-day camp at Panorama
Vista Preserve happened just once a year, Bill still saw it as a chance to ignite in students a spark
of excitement, pride, and hopefully stewardship of the rich natural habitat that existed right here
in their backyards – the land he and fellow activists of his generation had spent a lifetime
working to preserve and restore.
There were a handful of other organizations set up at the preserve that day. Though lateFebruary, the sun was bright and the day grew warm. I was thankful to have brought my straw
hat. Teachers and parents helped wrangle groups of 6-8 students, which rotated among the
canopies in 15-minute shifts. The Kern River Parkway’s station offered a smorgasbord of
everything from fresh beaver chips – wood shavings collected from the base of a cottonwood
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tree along the Kern River (“Look, you can see the beaver teeth marks!”) to a pile of Bill’s old
aluminum-frame backpacking gear, which the children delighted in trying on. “You see those
mountains over there?” Bill pointed east. “Those are the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and there are
trails back there where you can hike for days. But there’s no grocery stores or water faucets, so
everything you’re going to eat, drink, wear, and sleep in you have to carry with you. And every
bit of trash you have to carry out.”
Between the heat and the talking over schoolchildren and shuffling a hundred people
around the Preserve, by the time the children began to file back onto the school buses, the
volunteers were all feeling wiped out, myself included.
“For the past several years now,” Bill started to tell me, “almost every single student that
has come through this program has been Hispanic.” I held my breath, unsure of which direction
Bill’s tone might take. “And they have been some of the brightest, most excited, eager to learn
kids I’ve ever met,” he said proudly. “They’re the future.”
I looked at Bill and nodded, finally letting myself exhale.
I sighed in agreement, and for a moment considered how different my life might have
been if I hadn’t had a white-passing father shared with me his love of nature, and who taught me
that I belonged in the outdoors. I thought about how different my childhood experiences hiking,
camping, and hot springs swimming might have been if our skin had been darker. Would I have
had those experiences at all?
I thought about the kids who had come to the preserve that day and wondered if the
memories they’d made here would be powerful enough to stick. To remind them that they
belong. That this river, this environment, is more than our home, it is our very blood and oxygen.
I hoped they would.
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For all of us.
***
In the spring of 2020, the world stopped. On March 17th, the day after a state of
emergency was declared in California and all schools and non-essential businesses shut down in
an effort to slow the spread of a highly contagious novel Coronavirus. The following day, Adam,
who had been working for an oil company as a contract geologist for nearly two years, was
deemed an essential worker. He was given a printed paper confirming this status which he was
required to present at the security checkpoint at the entrance to the rig and display on the dash of
his truck whenever on site. Adam continued going to work. I stayed home with the dogs and
worried.
I sat cross legged on the middle cushion of the couch with Rusty in my lap and attempted
to clear my mind of clouds of impending doom. Lovingly, I ran my hands down Rusty’s curled
spine, his black fur silky soft from a bath, and watched the birds on the feeder through the front
window.
I spotted the bright yellow belly of a western kingbird flitting through the branches of the
liquid amber tree. The first kingbird I'd seen this year.
Now it was perched on the arm of the porch rocking chair. Until darting away to snatch a
tasty morsel out of the air. It returned to the arm of the chair, then somersaulted again to catch
another bite just below a bare branch. Watching the tiny hunter, I thought what a relief this
period of human inactivity would be for the plant and animal kingdom.
Could I follow their lead and let myself relax into the stillness?
Could I resist the desire to outsmart or overpower the unknowns of tomorrow?
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The answer to these questions was one that would prove to be repeated thousands of
times throughout the course of the uncertain months ahead:
We’ll see.

I began to plan a garden. The one I never had the energy to plant or care for during the
two years I’d spent employed as a full-time garden educator at a one-acre teaching farm. It had
been nine months since I quit, but I’d left on good enough terms so that when I messaged the
garden manager to ask about plant starts, he invited me to come take what I needed from their
greenhouse. I brought home trays of fledgling seedlings: kale, chard, broccoli, cauliflower, red
and green romaine, pepper, tomato, acorn squash, cosmos, zinnias, and marigolds.
The large L-shaped raised garden bed that sat so sorely neglected in the corner of our
backyard I cleared of weeds and as much nut sedge as I could dig. The raised bed alone wouldn’t
be big enough for all the plants I’d brought home, so I took a flat headed shovel and digging fork
to the sod and began building new beds. I mapped out several rows for the greens and those for
sowing carrots, turnips, and radishes. I picked a sunny corner for the peppers and nightshades
and made separate patches for both the squash and melon. I found a home for the bag of storebought potatoes from the cupboard, which I’d long ago left for dead. I added compost, kitchen
scraps, fallen leaves. Nothing went to waste.
I moved hundreds of pounds of weed-infested sod which began to pile up like building
blocks, creating an earthen fortress around my garden allotment. My back was sore, but the labor
grounded me. By the end, we had twelve new beds in total, sheet mulch over the walkways, an
inexpensive wire fence around the perimeter, and to top it all off: a beautifully designed and
expertly constructed wooden arbor gate, courtesy of Adam.
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Despite the turmoil that raged in the wider world, I found happiness in pursuing the daily
chores and rituals that anchored me to my place on this Earth, with my hands in the soil and a
straw hat on my head. Growing things lovingly, cooking and eating mindfully. Cultivating the
deep, quiet joy of contentment. And doing my best not to think about tomorrow.
***
Adam was laid off on April Fool’s Day.
His job had gone from “essential” to “expendable” in less than two weeks.
Oil had gone bust.
Again.
“Good,” I thought. “Let this be the death blow that kills it for good.”
Though I shuddered to think what that would mean for our neighbors. Our town. Our
house and bills. My plans to attend graduate school.
How would we all get by?
We’ll see.
***
The rain came.
And not just a few sprinkles. A proper rain.
Which was nothing short of miraculous in the Central Valley this late in the spring.
Funny how in movies, rain was often a grim portension of doom and gloom. At the sound
of thunderclap, it seemed safe to anticipate the worst.
But here, there was no higher blessing than a good rain.
I was out in the backyard when the first drops began to fall. I could hear children in the
next yard over cry out: “Rain! It’s raining!”
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“Let’s get a picture!” A grownup chimed in.
None of them knew I was standing there on the other side of the wooden fence just ten
feet away, but I felt there was solidarity among us.
A thankfulness. A connection. To something bigger than ourselves.

7. Transplant
It was August 2020, my first morning in Missoula. The air was still, but the river was
wakeful. My ears hummed with the soft, white noise of water kissing every stone as it tumbled
west toward Idaho’s panhandle.
Adam and I had driven 20 hours straight and arrived under the inky, star-filled sky of a
waning crescent moon. The distance on the map between Bakersfield and Missoula – about
1,200 miles in total – had seemed vast. Yet stepping out into the daylight, Montana didn’t feel as
far away as I’d expected.
The little bed and breakfast where I had a room booked for the next 6 weeks was located
right on the north bank of the Clark Fork River. Just a few paces from the steps leading up to the
wrap-around porch stood a mighty cottonwood tree, its trunk tall and wide.
Cottonwood was a friend that I knew well from Bakersfield. The tree is considered a
“pioneer species” – meaning it is one of the first plants to put down roots on the muddy banks of
a river, thus setting into motion a chain of ecological succession which, in time, may bloom into
a lush and biodiverse ecosystem. I tended to think of cottonwoods as the Grandmother Tree: The
bringer and keeper of life along the river. Such trees are the foundation of the riparian ecosystem
of the Kern River in my hometown, and together with the willows, they provided habitat for
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plants, wildlife, and scores of migrating birds. But unlike the Kern River, the Clark Fork was
allowed to flow and the cottonwoods allowed to drink.
I thought about how if Kern River water were allowed to flow through its natural
channel, Bakersfield would be every bit as beautiful as Missoula.
I looked up into the boughs of the cottonwood and noticed the silhouette of a bird of prey
surveying the river from a branch, its yellow talons wrapped tightly around the limb. From where
I stood, the bird was backlit by the morning sun. I circled around to see if I could get a better
view. I’m not positive until I spy the bird’s white face and long, pointed wings that I’m looking
at an osprey. I’d watched osprey hunt on the Kern River back home, in that magical wet year of
2017 when the river had flowed all the way to our backyard. They were such incredible
creatures. So regal. So stealth. So deliberate and powerful as they sliced through the air. From
high above the water, the birds fix their powerful sites on what they want, and like a heat-seeking
missile, lunged after it.
I tended to pursue my own ambitions in a similar fashion. Somehow the cottonwood
made it all possible. She provided a safe place to nest, observe, perch, plan, and execute. Or
perhaps simply rest for a while and watch the river roll by.
This particular osprey felt significant. Like it had perched there in anticipation of my
arrival. As though to offer itself as my personal guardian and guide as I embarked upon an
important journey in this new, yet strangely familiar place.
I’d felt so anxious about moving in the middle of a pandemic. With Adam out of work.
With no idea what the future would hold. Now, I felt the protection of the osprey. I felt soothed
by the maternal “shhh” of ten thousand cottonwood leaves murmuring in the morning breeze. I
took a deep breath of crisp, Montana air and reminded myself:
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And I am right where I’m meant to be.
***
In the gamble that was life in the midst of a global pandemic, I went all in on the bet that
my university’s classes would go online within the first few weeks of the fall semester. “I’ll
probably be back before October,” I assured myself and my family and friends as I bade farewell
to California in August, my small car packed with the bare essentials.
I had arranged for only temporary housing in Missoula, such was my insistence that the
semester couldn’t possibly maintain business-as-usual in the era of COVID. I envisioned myself
finishing the fall term from the comfort of my living room couch in Bakersfield, my dogs dozing
by my side, the season’s vegetables quietly emerging from our garden, my husband within
shouting distance, tinkering away in the garage.
Adam always had projects going around the house. Over the past three years, we’d turned
that dingy, bank-owned fixer-upper into a Pinterest-worthy home. New kitchen cabinets,
countertops, backsplash, and paint: brightening neutral colors on the walls and a coat of white to
lighten the dated brick fireplace in the living room.
But five weeks into the fall semester, by a miraculous stroke of prudent planning (and,
one might argue, massive luck), confirmed COVID cases at the UM remained almost
unfathomably low. Classes continued to take place in person. As an instructor, I was obligated to
deliver lessons from the podium of a lecture hall.
I knew I needed a new plan.
I knew that Adam’s unemployment benefits would expire at the end of the month, as
would the mortgage forbearance on our house.
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Tears flowed daily as the grief grew heavier and I began to understand that the home I’d
left was one I could never go back to.
We were selling the house.
Nothing lasts.
Nothing lasts.
Nothing lasts.
***
The West was on fire.
Back in California, my friends posted photos to social media of the apocalyptic sky
looming above their neighborhoods like a thick, orange-brown slurry. It blanketed much of the
coast and beyond: San Francisco, Napa, Portland, Washington state. Some people had lost
everything to the flames. Others, already fatigued by COVID lockdowns, were forced to remain
indoors for weeks for fear of exposure to the toxic smoke, which would soon be coming for
Missoula. There was no place left to run. No place to hide. No place to breathe.
Even before the fires broke out, I had been wrestling with guilt over leaving my
hometown. As though I were abandoning it when it was at its most sick and vulnerable.
My greatest ambition had been to love Bakersfield back to health the way it had loved
and nurtured me. Now I found myself wondering if there would be anything left of it to save.

Indigenous science regards fire not as a threat, but as a tool. Some tribes use smoke for
rituals of purification and protection, and apply flames strategically to clear away what is old or
unneeded, and to encourage new growth.
Might this smoke actually help clear the air?
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Could these fires represent a beginning rather than an end?
We’ll see.
***
“The realtor loves the vent hood over the stove,” Adam told me, his voice tinny and static
over the phone.
“Of course he does, it’s a work of art!” I laughed. At what, I wasn’t sure. Perhaps at the
absurdity of someone failing to appreciate the genius of Adam’s handiwork. My heart swelled in
appreciation of Adam’s meticulous eye and craftsman’s touch. But this small wave of pride
quickly shattered against the shore of nostalgia.
“Adam,” I began solemnly, “all that love we put into that house…” my nose burned and
my eyes tingled. “It’ll come back to us.”
It was a close call, but I managed to fight back tears. Which was good, because Todd the
RV salesman was seated mere inches to my left and I didn’t want to let myself become
emotional. Not now, as we were putting across blacktop of the dealership in a golf cart, in search
of Adam’s and my new home. Because the pandemic had squeezed Missoula’s housing market
tighter than ever, and when one of the few available units received a hundred applicants, why
would anyone choose to rent the space to a couple with a 65-pound pitbull and no income?
Perhaps the enhanced mobility of RV life would serve us well in the uncertain times
ahead, I thought. If there was a need to follow the work, follow the weather, or pool our
resources, labor, and love with those of friends and family in different parts of the country in
order to get by.
We’ll see.
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8. Rafting the Killer Kern
As soon as the spring semester ended, I went home. In March of 2021, Bill had managed
to convince the Kern River Parkway board to set aside funds to bring me on as a temporary
consultant. I knew it meant I would barely have time to catch my breath after wrapping up a
stressful first year of grad school, and I wasn’t exactly itching to go back to Bakersfield during
the hottest time of the year. Adam wanted to head back to Pennsylvania to visit his own family
and drink in a green, east coast summer. Besides, the rate at the RV park in Montana where we
rented a space doubled from the month of April through September. I could have hauled the 5th
wheel back to Pennsylvania with Adam. I didn’t have to spend my summer separated from my
husband by nearly three thousand miles. But I felt I owed it to Bill and owed it to Bakersfield to
give something back. Which is how I ended up moving once again back into my parent’s spare
bedroom that May, spending every Monday morning at a café in downtown Bakersfield, sitting
across the table from Bill Cooper and discussing the week’s Kern River Parkway agenda.
Officially, my job was to write an operations plan for the nature center that the Parkway
Foundation planned to operate out of the adobe at Hart Park. Most importantly, my role was to
present a professional face to the stakeholders at the county who had fought the project – not just
the idea of an interpretive center, but the very idea of preserving the adobe at all – tooth and nail
since its inception. I needed to prove to those holding the purse strings that the Parkway
Foundation had a sound business strategy. Though the county had begrudgingly agreed to invest
half-a-million dollars in the restoration of the building, there was still another half-million slated
for “Phase Two” construction, and it was Bill’s belief that the county was not-so-patiently
waiting for the Parkway Foundation’s little “visitor center” to fail so that they could terminate
the Parkway’s lease on the adobe and reallocate any unused funds as they saw fit.
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Up until that summer, I had really only seen Bill in his element among other people as
passionate as he was about preserving the river and its habitat. It wasn’t until Bill introduced me
to one of his rivals that I understood what a thorn he could be in someone’s side.
In 2016, in a bid to save money, Kern County Supervisors had voted to eliminate the
county’s Department of Parks and Recreation and placed its responsibilities under the umbrella
of General Services. The shift had been a disappointment to many, not least of all to Bill. At over
8,000 square miles, Kern County had a footprint nearly the size of New Jersey and a population
that rivaled the entire state of Delaware. How could a county of such size hope to manage its
parks and recreational programs without a designated department? The answer, in Bill’s opinion,
was “poorly.” “The guy running that department now isn’t a Parks guy, he’s a property
manager,” Bill grumbled. “They have no vision, there’s no long-term plan. Bakersfield is
growing and we already have too few parks for a city of our size. You think the county has put
any thought into meeting that need? Of course not.”
Bill liked to brag to me about what a pain in the ass he’d been for Jeff White, the 50something, late-career government employee who taxpayers retained at a combined salary and
benefits package valued at $250k per year to head up the department now overseeing Kern Parks
and Recreation. White was also the person in charge of managing the restoration project of the
historic Hart Park adobe, which the county would have preferred to bulldoze, but that Bill’s loud
mouth had saved. Even with the county now financially invested in the adobe’s preservation, Bill
hadn’t abandoned his antagonistic air. Lately, he told me, he had been taunting White with
cryptic claims of what Bill believed was a mortar hole in a rock overlooking the river, possibly
used by South Valley Yokuts to grind acorns, a staple of the indigenous diet. Bill emphasized to
White the necessity of documenting such cultural sites and adding them to the existing registry to
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ensure their protection. But when pressed by White for the rock’s actual coordinates, Bill had
demurred. I suspected that withholding the location gave Bill a rare feeling of leverage over an
entity that had a long history of out-muscling him. But such games didn’t bode well for me, as it
was now my job to make nice with the county and prove to White that the Parkway Foundation
would be a valuable – or at the very least, not-entirely-hostile – partner.
Bill invited me to join him at the river the day he planned to meet White to show him the
location of the suspected grinding stone. We rendezvoused just east of Hart Park, not far from
Lake Ming, a manufactured lake I hadn’t been to in over 30 years, back when my dad still got
out on his water skis from time to time.
I’d already arrived when Bill rolled up to the dirt parking lot driving a 1980s Volkswagen
camper van. He hopped out to greet me. “The AC is busted in my truck,” he explained. “So I
figured I oughta drive this thing around while it’s in the shop. It’s not good for it to sit.”
White pulled up in a luxury sedan that matched his namesake. He stepped out and placed
a flat-brimmed palm straw hat on top of his head. Judging by the tight weave and quality of the
thin leather band wrapped around the crown, I could tell his was the kind of hat that came from a
hat store, as opposed to, say, Costco, which was where the flimsy, gray bucket strapped to my
own melon had originated. Unlike mine, White’s was a power hat that likely came with a
hundred-dollar price tag. Right away I decided that I hated him for wearing it, and that I
desperately wanted one of my own.
Like Bill and I, White had come dressed for a hike along the river. Between the three of
us, I was the only one wearing long pants; I feared shorts would have looked too unprofessional
and I wanted White to see me as a 30-something executive, not a 20-something college intern.
For footwear, I’d opted for brown leather Chelseas, and on top, I wore a button-up denim shirt
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with one of my newer solid tees underneath it. “Jeff, this is Lia Mendez,” Bill gestured toward
me. “She’s the contractor working on the ops plan for the adobe.”
White stuck out a hand and I gripped it firmly. “A pleasure to meet you,” he assured me
politely.
“Likewise,” I smiled kindly.
Pleasantries fulfilled, we set off for the trail.
As we walked, it occurred to me that our surroundings felt strangely familiar, like I’d
stumbled into a scene I knew from a dream. “Gosh,” I remarked aloud, as the scrub crunched
below our feet, “I don’t think I’ve been out here since I was four years old.”
White didn’t miss a beat. “What was that, eight years ago?” he quipped.
I couldn’t have been more stunned if he’d just insulted my grandmother. I couldn’t tell if
the comment had been flip, or strategic. Either way, I decided that if White’s intention had been
to throw me off my game by acting like an insulting prick, I wasn’t going to give him the
satisfaction of appearing flustered.
That’s right, motherfucker, I seethed in silence just a few paces behind White in his
Tommy Bahama shorts and fancy-fucking hat with it’s taught, crisp brim. I’m twelve. Quick
question: Are you that bad at math, or just that much of an asshole?
If anything, White’s comment inspired me to carry myself with even more authority than
usual. I was learning firsthand the same lesson that had been endured by countless others who
had come before me: In a town full of “good old boys,” you had to be twice the woman to be
perceived as half a man.
When the subject of the adobe came up, I calmly rattled off my eloquent pitch for the
nature center, citing the success of similar programs implemented by the multiple other
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educational nonprofit organizations I had been affiliated with over the years, emphasizing how
promoting appreciation and stewardship of Hart Park would help protect the county’s assets,
which seemed like a worthy investment given their current state of degradation.
White stopped in his tracks and turned around to face me. “What was your name again?”
“Lia,” I reminded him. Then added flatly, “And I’m 36.”
White’s tone shifted after that. He even gave the appearance of being helpful. He advised
me that the real challenge was going to be selling the idea of a “green initiative” to the group of
conservative white males in charge of county wheelings and dealings. I told him that shouldn’t
be difficult at all, because the project wasn’t a “green initiative,” it was an educational initiative.
White smiled shrewdly.
It was then that I understood White wasn’t just trying to help me, he was trying to help
himself. It wasn’t just Bill’s ass that was on the line if the Parkway Foundation took out a lease
on the adobe, it was White’s. And according to Bill, the bureaucrat whose job it was to push
White around was known for being an even bigger dickhead than he was. If the Parkway’s plan
failed, not only would the county be out half-a-million bucks, White would have to explain to his
boss what the hell he intended to do with an empty $500,000 adobe in the middle of Hart Park.
Eventually we reached the rock whose whereabouts Bill had been keeping secret. White
stated that he would keep the location secure.
“There was a beautiful grinding rock the county found a number of years ago,” Bill told
us. “You know what they did with it? They cut it out of the ground and they mounted it in front
of a public bathroom. We called it ‘Toilet Rock.’” Bill laughed in disgust. “Can you imagine?”
I could.
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I thought of all the awful shit that Bill must have seen in his years in Kern County, from
innocent missteps to egregious abuses of power. And he’d kept fighting. I pictured myself at his
age, old and ornery after a lifetime of battling self-serving and small-minded bureaucrats in a
town where people needed convincing that rivers should have water, that nature was good for
business, and that a healthy environment was a thing worthy of aspiring to. I saw that version of
me – 30, 40 years down the line – depleted, exasperated, cynical and sour. And I told myself that
I’d never make it there. I didn’t have Bill’s bull-headed constitution, which had enabled him to
toil for so many years in the face of such adversity. I didn’t have the stamina to swim against the
tide for as long and hard as he had.
But what if I could help turn the tide in some other way? I wondered.
What if the very thing that fed my soul was exactly what the world needed?
What if the place that meant everything to me didn’t need me to fight?
What if it needed me to love?
What would that even look like?
***
I told Bill I was prone to car sickness, which was mostly true. More than once, being a
passenger on a tightly winding road had filled my guts with a sack of marbles. But I also
preferred to drive because I trusted my own reflexes more than I trusted Bill’s, sharp as he was at
74. And because this narrow, craggy canyon that twisted up into California’s Sierra Nevada
mountains had a reputation for being nearly as lethal as the river that barreled through it.
I imagined there was a time in Bill’s life when he could have driven this canyon
blindfolded. Though he’d be the first to admit that time has passed.
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“I’m getting too old for this stuff,” he lamented often, usually when describing the hell
he’d raised to county officials about the deplorable state of the river he’d devoted his life to
preserving. Last year, as co-founder of the Kern River Parkway, he’d signed off on a deal in
which the county annexed a portion of the six thousand-acre preserve which represented his
life’s work. And according to Bill, they’d done a pathetic job of looking after it ever since.
Which is why he’d taken it upon himself to act as a sort of unofficial ranger of Bakersfield’s
Kern River, picking up trash, reporting dumping and encampments, investigating illegal access
points where people had broken through gates to plow through the preserve in trucks and ATVs.
Once, while out on a walk, he and I had stumbled upon a deep cut along the riverbank that
looked like it had been eroded by hydraulic mining. Some modern day prospector had been
looking for gold.
Beyond the picturesque overlook where Adam and I had intimately exchanged vows the
night we were wed, there was a distinctly post-apocalyptic, wild west-like atmosphere to the
foothills of East Bakersfield. Burned out cars stacked atop cinderblocks were a common sight.
Stolen and picked apart, then set ablaze amidst the vast nothingness, with a lone pumpjack
nodding ambivalently on the horizon. One such vehicle was somehow squeezed through the
chute of a popular mountain bike trail, only to be left clogging the gulch that twisted down the
hill. I knew this, because a number of friends had posted photos of themselves posing next to it,
or told tales of smashing into it at full gnar. Weeks had turned to months, and still it sat. The
county, it seemed, couldn’t be bothered.
Not everything that got dumped along the river and in the foothills was stolen goods.
Once Bill rifled through a heap of trash bags that showed up in the parking lot of Panorama Vista
Preserve, not far from the Rocky Point Weir. Looking for evidence of ownership, he sifted
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through sour milk cartons and greasy food wrappers until he’d uncovered a discarded utility bill
complete with a full name and mailing address, effectively ID’ing the culprit. Bill filed a police
report, but who knows what charges were brought against the offender, if any. Adam had
encountered entire living room sets over the course of his mountain bike excursions through the
foothills, and had a novel proposal to combat the growing problem of littering and illegal
dumping in Kern County: Instead of a fine, the offender should be forced to eat whatever they
discard. Which might just make for an effective deterrent to those who couldn’t be bothered to
haul their soiled mattress to the dump. But it wasn’t just dumping that was the problem. Along
the river at Hart Park below the foothills, the same people who recreated along the water’s edge
also left behind their beer bottles, plastic utensils, foam plates, Solo cups, aluminum cans, empty
chip bags, dirty diapers, charcoal briquettes, soggy underwear, busted floaties, Styrofoam
coolers, empty plastic bags that once held store-bought ice. Some of Bill’s friends regularly
donated their time to performing cleanups at these sites, but it was a job better fit for an army
than a squad of volunteer octogenarians.
Bill and his legion of salty, old-guy environmentalists were forever pestering the county
to take action on this and similar issues to protect the few nice things we had in Bakersfield.
Their work was not only demoralizing, it was endless, and helping hands were few. Like Bill, the
Parkway Foundation’s small but dedicated board of directors was aging.

My small car hugged the pavement as it rounded steep walls of granite and Bill and I shot
the shit. He recalled with ease events that took place decades into the past when he was a career
firefighter for the county – wildfires and auto accidents, mostly – but apparently failed to
recollect having already told me some of the tales before. I listened attentively, feigning surprise
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every time I heard a familiar punchline. In the 18 months that we’d known one another, Bill had
rarely been at a loss for a story to tell. Which wasn’t any wonder. For him, every surface of this
landscape reflected a memory.
Depending upon the point of elevation, time of year, and amount of snowpack in a given
season, the Kern River was an animal which assumed many faces and levels of fury. Among
whitewater enthusiasts, the upper Kern, which began at an elevation of about 3,700 feet, was
known for its steep and adrenaline-inducing descent. It was this section of river that boasted
Class IV and V rapids – waters with two to four-times the ferocity of anything Bill and I were
going to see that day.
Bill mentioned that it had been about ten years since he and a friend rafted the tumultuous
rapids of the upper Kern. The image of Bill paddling through whitewater at the ripe age of 64
relaxed the knot of worry I’d been turning over ever since he stiffly grunted his way into the
passenger seat of my car that morning. It whispered a sense of confidence and beat down my
creeping fear that inviting him on this trip had been foolish, maybe reckless, even.
“Man, you guys rafted the upper Kern in your sixties?” I mused, impressed.
“Well…” Bill paused for a moment, his voice trailing off into the washed-out polaroid
flipbook of memory. “Maybe it’s been more than ten years.”
I clenched my grip as we zigzagged up the two-lane canyon road.
Only a week ago, I’d traveled this same road up to Kernville – about an hour’s drive from
Bakersfield – to attend the annual fundraiser for what could be considered the Sierra Nevada
version of the Kern River Parkway Foundation: the Kern River Conservancy. The Conservancy’s
founder, Gary Ananian, a 40-something bear of a man that towered over my diminutive frame,
made his living as a bartender in North Hollywood but on his days off, often came up to the Kern
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River to escape the hustle and bustle of LA. moving to the small, remote gold rush town of
Kernville in Sequoia National Forest. As the years went by, Gary had begun to notice a
disturbing trend: the river that he loved was being routinely trashed by overuse and illegal
dumping. Along the Kern River in the Southern Sierra, the scene was similar to the one taking
place downstream in Bakersfield. Before Gary arrived in Kernville, a volunteer group already
existed to assist with the removal of refuse at certain campsites. They called themselves Keepers
of the Kern. Every month, their dedicated crew filled dumpsters with broken and discarded
popup tents, camping chairs, and other cheaply made disposable goods that folks couldn’t be
bothered to take with them after a single use. As was the case at Bakersfield’s Hart Park, waste
bins were always present at these camp sites. Yet a lot of the volunteers’ work was simply
bagging trash that lay where it had been dropped the moment its owner had deemed it useless.
Even with a team twenty strong, Keepers of the Kern’s best efforts couldn’t keep up with the
scope and scale of devastation. So, Gary founded the Kern River Conservancy to help pick up
the slack that the Forest Service lacked either the will or the resources to manage on its own, and
to evangelize stewardship and spread the gospel of Leave No Trace.
Gary had told me his story over lunch in downtown Bakersfield the day he’d invited me
to the fundraiser. In some ways, his was a tale similar to Bill’s. Each had been just a regular guy
with a connection to the river and eventually gotten pissed off enough about its wanton
destruction to do something about it. Also like Bill, Gary had been impressed by my energy and
short but enthusiastic history of advocating for the river, and decided to take me under his wing.
I’d been following Gary’s work with the Conservancy since soon after its founding,
mostly via the organization’s Instagram account. Though at one point, I blocked the
Conservancy’s stories from my feed and didn’t look back for some time. I’d been too disturbed
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by a photo that appeared one day of a massive bald eagle entangled in discarded fishing line, the
bird bobbing lifelessly on the water near the bank of the river. No content warning had been
issued. Only expletives. I was gutted. The brutality of the image stayed with me for days. Shaken
by a loss that belonged to all of us, I could see in my mind’s eye the bird’s desperate struggle
that had further ensnared it. I could feel the panic, the exertion, the exhaustion, and the achingly
slow pace at which the light must have drained from its eyes. It wasn’t the eagle’s death, but its
aliveness that haunted me. And how casually and completely a moment of human carelessness
had destroyed that.
As time went on, the Conservancy’s social media posts seemed to shift from shockingly
depressing to morbidly humorous. Which, I suspect, was both a personal and professional coping
mechanism on Gary’s part. One day I logged into the app and found myself staring at a picture of
a smurf-blue rubber cock laying casually on the ground among fallen leaves, plastic wrappers,
and an empty pack of cigarettes. On top of the image, a colorful gif had been overlayed, its
animated letters undulating the phrase: “GOOD VIBES ONLY.” Beside that, a block of plain
text asked visitors to please either leave their “fun” toys at home, or pack them out. I chuckled,
as I suspect Gary had as he’d posted the story to the Conservancy’s account, our emotional
burden of caring about a place so routinely and thoroughly trashed eased slightly by our ability to
laugh at the absurd.
While cleanups and trash removal remained a big part of the Conservancy’s work, Gary’s
main objective was to convince congress to award the lower Kern with a “Wild and Scenic”
designation, and all the protections that come with it. In pursuit of this goal, Gary had told me
he’d gotten our district representative out on the river, leaving me to wonder if any other
environmentalists could say they’d paddled rapids or thrown back beers with house minority
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leader Kevin McCarthy. Not that Gary would ever call himself an environmentalist. Especially
not in a county like Kern, where most regard the label as pejorative. Instead, Gary called himself
a bartender. And having picked up over the years an uncanny understanding of the subtle
mechanics of the human psyche, he possessed a Jedi-like force when it came to speaking
peoples’ language and pulling them into his corner.
It was no doubt this skill that enabled Gary to talk me into attending the conservancy’s
summer fundraiser, which consisted of a barbecue lunch and afternoon rafting trip down the
lower Kern. Despite having spent nearly thirty years of my life living just 60 miles southwest of
Kernville where outfitters abounded, I’d never been on a raft, and if I was being honest, the idea
of getting into one scared me. When I admitted this to the Kernville locals after being asked if
I’d ever rafted the Kern, they chuckled. Of course you’re scared. You’re from Bakersfield. Like a
lot of folks who lived in the Kern River Valley, they had worked as guides for at least a few
seasons here or there, and knew that the river attracted more LA tourists than Bakersfield
flatlanders, in whose minds the lethal reputation of the “Killer Kern” had been thoroughly
ingrained. Those familiar with the Kern River’s true nature scoffed at the deadly image held by
most valley-dwellers. As was the case with Bakersfield, it was an image fed not by experience,
but by lore. That, and the metal sign that loomed at the mouth of the canyon, ominously
advertising the number of people whose lives had been lost to the “Killer Kern.” The sign’s
count had recently been updated: Three hundred and fifteen dead since 1968. Eight in the past
year.

By 10am, the July sun was already riding high in the arid blue desert overhead, its
saturated tone contrasting starkly with the parched, muted colors of the Kern River Valley mid-
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drought. It was here that Bill and I rumbled onto the dusty dirt lot of the river outfitter. For the
second time in as many weeks, Gary had talked me into rafting the river, and I, in turn, had
talked Bill into joining me. But unlike the fundraising trip in which patrons paid for the pleasure
of rafting the Kern, today’s expedition was a cleanup mission. It was the Wednesday following
Independence Day, and after a long weekend of use and abuse, the river was in desperate need of
hardworking hands to clear its banks of garbage before being descended upon by the next wave
of visitors. Because of the mountainous terrain and the fact that riverside campgrounds were
dispersed along sides of this nine-mile stretch of the Kern, travel by raft was the only way the
Conservancy’s team of volunteers could hope to hit every site in a single day.
I spotted Gary rolling up in a white pickup with the Kern River Conservancy decal
emblazoned across the driver side door.
“There’s Gary,” I announced to Bill. “We’re right on time.”
“Is this the place?” Bill asked skeptically.
“Yup,” I assured him. “Kern River Outfitters is providing rafts and guides.” The tires
crunched over gravel as I pulled around the lot and straightened into a parking spot. My eyes
fixed at the nose of the car, I heard Bill’s voice pipe from the passenger seat:
“Is this a rafting thing?”
In a fraction of a second, my panicked mind replayed the reel of memory containing the
conversation in which I had invited Bill to come on this trip. I saw us sitting at our usual table on
the patio of the café in downtown Bakersfield. I heard myself gush about the great time I’d had
at the Conservancy’s fundraiser days earlier – my first time on the Kern. I assured Bill that the
water was low in this year of drought, the rapids subdued. It would be more of a float, really. He
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could definitely handle it. I was going back to volunteer for the post-fourth of July cleanup, did
he want to come?
“It is,” I nodded slowly. “And I am so sorry if I didn’t make that clear. Don’t feel like
you have to do anything you’re not up for.”
“No, no,” Bill said, “That’s fine. I just thought we were going to be walking around
picking up trash.” Through the car window, he surveyed the stack of blue rubber rafts piled atop
the trailer parked at the edge of the lot. “But… we’re going to be on the river?”

Bill was born in June. His birthday had happened to fall upon a Monday this year. We
were sitting at our usual spot at the picnic table on the patio when the city council member we’d
been strategizing with emerged from the café carrying a plate of pie topped with a flickering
candle. A grin unfurled under Bill’s nose, which held a pair of dark sunglasses in place. He
endured our singing without complaint, and when we’d finished, licked the flame of the candle
in one huff. The table was all smiles. Bill held it while I snapped his photo, looking cool in his
shades and a freshly cut head of gray hair.
“What did you wish for this year?” I teased. Bill didn’t miss a beat:
“My wish is for you to take over so I can retire!”
I forced myself to laugh, despite the wrenching in my chest. I’d never imagined myself
becoming the chosen heir to a personal hero’s legacy. I had especially never imagined becoming
this deeply invested in anything that might anchor me to the town I’d spent my entire life
running away from.
I knew that Bill liked me. Maybe it was my passion for the river. Maybe it was my casual
swearing. But we clicked. To me, Bill was the politically-likeminded father I’d never had. While
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I’d grown up with a dad whose car stereo seemed eternally dialed to Rush Limbaugh, the day I
met Bill, he’d asked if I was planning to attend the upcoming Bernie Sanders rally. Maybe I saw
something of myself in Bill, too. It soon became clear to me that he and I had each come into this
world with some kind of karmic contract binding us not only to the river, but to one another.
Bill had a daughter of his own. She was in her mid-forties – about ten years older than me
– married, no children. We’d never met, but from the way Bill described her, she seemed
protective of him, in a stern but sweet way. Delivering groceries to his home so he needn’t
venture out into crowded public spaces during a pandemic. Insisting he adhere to social
distancing protocol. Chiding him for going onto the roof to do his own shingle repair.
Less frequently, Bill mentioned his son. A hotshot firefighter, he was barely in his
twenties when he was killed in a blaze near Yosemite. Whether he was married or engaged, I’m
not sure. But there had been a woman. Bill said they’d just bought a house together. He didn’t go
into detail, but his words betrayed a small fraction of the gravity of all that had been lost with the
death of his son.
When talking about his vision for the future of the Kern River Parkway and the important
work that had yet to be done, Bill often remarked, “I don’t have any grandkids who are going to
enjoy this.” He stated the words plainly, leaving them to hang in the air a moment before adding:
“This is for everybody.”
It was in those moments that I felt the weight of something heavy on my shoulders.
“When’s your birthday?” Bill had asked me, removing the candle from the tuft of
whipped cream and timidly driving his fork into a corner of chocolate pie.
“April 8th,” I’d answered dutifully.
“Really?” his eyebrows peaked. “That was my son’s birthday.”
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After a quick safety tutorial and issuing of helmets and personal flotation devices, a
dozen or so volunteers and half as many guides piled into a bus and shuttled down to the river.
The first ten minutes following our arrival were chaos as people shuffled in every direction,
cinched into life vests, helmets bobbing, unloading rafts and paddles and descending the steep
metal staircase that led to the put-in among the big boulders below. Some played musical chairs
until every volunteer was assigned a raft, and every raft was assigned a guide. The one-man craft
that would serve as garbage barge was designated an oarsman. Pickers and trash bags were
distributed.
Most crews consisted of at least four people, but Bill and I stuck together and were
placed in the smallest raft, just the two of us. We were soon joined by a tall, jovial 20-somethingyear-old wearing brightly patterned shorts and a thin brown moustache. His name was Blake, and
he would serve as the captain of our intrepid journey down the lower Kern.
Blake told Bill and I that we would have to work hard today. As the smallest craft, we
were the most maneuverable, which meant we may be tasked with paddling into some of the
rivers’ harder to reach nooks and crannies to pack out trash. Blake also explained that because
the river was so low right now, the section we’d be paddling could best be described as Class I
and II rapids requiring Class IV technical maneuvers. Blake went over the basic commands, and
Bill and I practiced as he shouted from behind: Forward One, Left Back, Right Turn, High Side
Left.

The three of us paddled from bank to bank, filling garbage bags with everything from
bottle caps to blown out tires. At every turn was a floating rainbow spectrum of plastic – flip flop
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soles, single-use water bottles, Happy Meal toys, Styrofoam plates, more water bottles. Still,
there was satisfaction in the work.
Blake’s face lit up at the sight of a Western pond turtle – the only species of turtle native
to California – sunning itself on a rock just up ahead. The three of us paused to admire it from
afar.
“Hey Lia!” Gary shouted across the water from his raft, “did you see the turtle?”
“I did!” I smiled back. “Blake pointed it out for us!”
“I knew you’d be excited about that!”
I’d sat across from Gary on the fundraising tip a week ago and chirped the whole way
about every bird and shrub and tree I could identify, and speculated about those I couldn’t. I
smirked now, wondering if Gary had handpicked my guide.
Once it was discovered that everyone aboard had an interest in plants and animals, Blake,
who was a year away from completing a degree in zoology, became our naturalist as well as
rafting guide. He taught Bill and I how to tell the difference between a cliff swallow and a cave
swallow. He pointed out the nest of an American Dipper, the continent’s only aquatic songbird.
The call of a canyon wren. A scarlet red blossom sprouting up along the riverbank. We paddled
towards it. I hopped onto a rock to get a closer look. Could it be a monkeyflower?
“This is so much fun when people are actually excited about nature,” Blake grinned.
“Are most people who raft the river not?” I asked.
“In general, not especially.”
My brows furrowed as my mind descended into a deep rabbit hole of thought. Why
would someone choose to raft the Kern River – a living, pulsing, dynamic and awe-inspiring
ecosystem – unless they found it interesting? How was it possible for so little overlap to exist
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between recreation and appreciation? Was it the difference between commodification and
kinship? Where did “nature” supposedly end and “society” begin? And when would we shake
this tired, self-destructive, settler-colonial paradigm that praised human dominance and
exploitation of our environment? I wanted to scream, but instead pushed these questions aside in
favor of preserving the joy of the moment.

As fortunate as I felt to be rafting the Kern, I couldn’t help but wonder: For how many
more years could others hope to do the same?
Every year, hydrologists who studied snowmelt made careful calculations to predict how
much runoff could be expected based on the amount of snowpack in the Sierras, whose
benevolent waters kept the rest of California alive. To do so, researchers must account for many
variables, such as distribution of snow cover, temperature and precipitation during the melt
period, and losses via infiltration and evaporation. It was vital work in a state that subsisted on
borrowed water where cycles of drought were the norm.
This year, as any other, scientists plugged all available data into their time-trusted models
and accepted the accuracy of the figures that came out the other side. Which is why I imagined
the puzzled cocking of heads, nervous adjustment of eyeglasses, and re-crunching of numbers
the day it was discovered that the amount of water weeping down the mountain side was far less
than official estimates.
California was getting hotter. And as temperatures increased, so, too, would aridity. This
year, the Sierra soils had been so parched that the mountains soaked up more moisture than
hydrologists had accounted for. That snowpack didn’t meet runoff expectations was a result of
the fact that the models in use no longer reflected the reality of a warming world. Not only was
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the soil growing thirstier, mountain snow was becoming scarcer. A separate study predicted that
by 2040, the Sierras would receive just 75% of the amount of snow that cities, farmers, fish, and
indigenous communities had come to expect. By 2050, conditions were likely to warm such that
the mountain range which supplied water to millions of Californians could become snow-free for
periods of ten years or more at a time.6 What would happen to these mountains and the
communities like Bakersfield who relied upon runoff from their headwaters if these rivers ran
dry?

Blake choreographed Bill and I’s fancy footwork around the first set of rapids, and we
sloshed out the other side grinning, refreshed by whitewater spray. We whooped and patted
ourselves on the back, Blake’s face aglow with the satisfaction of having deftly maneuvered
through exposed river rock which, just a few weeks ago, had been hidden safely below waterline.
Rounding the next bend, our raft was enveloped by a canopy of green, and was here that
it became clear to me why they called this stretch of river “The Jungle Run.” Giant sycamores
with gnarled, white trunks leaned in from either bank, their tentacle roots groping ancient slabs
of granite, oozing out of every crevice, squeezing every curve. Veils of wistful willows encircled
lazy eddies, tickling the water with their tendril tips. I looked over at Bill, paddle draped over his
lap, his head thrust back and gaze wide, taking it all in.
“I’ve never seen this part of the river before,” he mused aloud. “Not like this.”
“It’s incredible,” I smiled.
“Just think,” Bill went on, “This same water could flow through Bakersfield.”
Bill and I each grabbed our oars and in synchronized strokes, paddled forward.

6
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Bill managed to hang tough for an old guy who hadn’t planned on going rafting today. “I
only wish I hadn’t worn tennis shoes,” was the closest to a complaint that I heard from him.
Which was admirable, considering the heat, the exertion, the endless piles of human refuse.
Together, the three of us powered through.
I was relieved to see that I hadn’t overestimated Bill’s threshold for this kind of
physically demanding work. Still, I took care to keep one eye on his side of the raft with each
rapid we descended, pre-emptively grabbing a hold of his life vest whenever I saw his body tilt
away from center and toward the water. Strong as he was, he wasn’t nimble, and getting into and
out of the raft often took him a moment of thoughtful planning or maneuvering.
“You’re humiliating me!” Bill protested with a laugh. He was standing in inches of muck
in a spot where the bank dropped off into deep water. Blake and I were simultaneously
attempting to steady him from either side.
“I just don’t want to incur the wrath of your daughter if you stub your toe,” I joked, but
after made a concerted effort to hover less.
“So, Bill, you were a firefighter?” Blake asked.
“Yup, thirty years,” he replied dryly.
“Bill also does conservation work on the Kern River in Bakersfield,” I eagerly
interjected.
“The Kern River in Bakersfield…” Blake turned the words over slowly as though
considering them for the first time. It was no wonder that the concept was novel to him. I held
my breath, waiting for Blake to make the derogatory comment I had come to expect when people
hear the name of the town that made me. This time, the comment never came.
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Several bags of trash and a pile of scrap metal later, we were all feeling fatigued by hard
work and heat. Though I had taken care to cover my head and arms from the sun and apply SPF,
the tops of my knees had grown pink and warm to the touch. I reached behind me to grab my
water bottle from the mesh bag it was stored in, but digging it out from beneath the heavy pile of
waste we’d accumulated proved difficult.
“This is a nice mellow spot for a swim if anybody wants to cool off,” Blake announced.
Before he was able to finish his sentence, I slid out of the raft.
I loved everything about those waters. The way its surface glimmered in the hot July sun.
The sound of its undulations over rock and stone. The rich, primal scent of aquatic life.
Bill plopped in with me. Comfortably buoyed by our life preservers, we floated the cool
current of the sweet and nourishing Kern.

Just north of Hobo Hot Springs, we pulled the raft, now bloated with garbage, ashore for
the final time.
County sheriff’s officers and a Forest Service ranger were gathered at the boat launch,
but not for us. I saw the men in uniform standing over a slouched frame. Sitting between them
was a shirtless man, shoulders tattooed and sun-weathered, his worldly belongings scattered like
garbage – or maybe it simply was garbage – along the bank of the river. I overheard someone
from our cleanup crew say that the man was being arrested for camping in a day-use area. Maybe
he had an outstanding warrant, another voice speculated. I watched one officer holding a leash
with a fully extended arm as he cautiously led the man’s fiercely protective dog – a six-pound
squirt with a two-ton attitude – to a patrol car.
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It all felt wrong. I looked away, pushing down the ache in my chest. For the man with the
broken spirit who was being robbed of his companion and possessions for the heinous crime of
occupying space in this world. For the godawful mess he’d left behind. For how preventable it all
seemed.
It was in these moments that the cleanup work felt particularly futile.
It was in these moments that the problems we faced felt too big to fix.
But I had to believe that this land – this river – held the key to our collective healing.
That if we could humble ourselves into mending our relationship with the water and with one
another, we might be able to make the rest of this broken world right.

9. Boss Bitches

As my summer in Bakersfield dragged on, my temperament faded from hopeful and
determined to dour and depressed. On my better days, I would rise at 5:30 to strap on my running
shoes to get a quick five miles in before the sun rose over the horizon and began baking the
valley floor. No matter how early I set out, I always returned red-faced and soggy with sweat,
pausing only to chug a glass of water before stepping into my parents’ pool to swim a few
cooling laps. Mornings were generally good. Nights were worse. Most evenings I spent at the far
end of my childhood home behind the closed door of the guest bedroom, laying on the lumpy
fold-out mattress with Rusty by my side, streaming episodes of Dawson’s Creek on my mom’s
Netflix account.
A big part of what had compelled me to come back to Bakersfield was the need for
closure. On one of my earliest morning runs, I’d stopped in front of the house on Reed Street
where Adam and I had built our life together. I had been a thousand miles away navigating grad
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school during a pandemic when we’d decided to sell it, though my name had never been added to
the title. None of the logistics of the listing, the selling, the packing, the moving, had fallen on
my shoulders. My mother had helped box up our belongings. In October, Adam had sold his old
Tacoma, driven himself and the dogs up to Montana in a U-Haul, and dumped most everything
in a storage unit across the freeway in order to move into the 5th wheel trailer I’d bought and had
delivered to the space I’d rented for us at an RV park outside of Missoula.
I’d slowed my run to a walk as I approached our house, seemingly the same as we’d left
it, only now with an unfamiliar “Welcome” sign on the porch and a wreath hung on the front
door. They were small changes, but they made the house look loved.
I realized then that I didn’t regret not living there anymore.
I had other regrets, sure. But leaving Bakersfield wasn’t one of them.
This realization soon made my interactions with Bill uncomfortable. I knew he wanted
me to come back. That he was working his connections at the County Supervisors office to
secure funding for a director’s position for the nature center, and that he wanted me to take it.
More than anything, I wanted to give Bill the assurance that his legacy was in good hands. I
wanted to fulfill the promise I’d made to him, to myself, to fucking Jeff White, that I would
make sure the project was a success. It wasn’t just what we all wanted, it was what people and
families in Bakersfield deserved.
But what about what I wanted?
What sort of life did I deserve?
I told myself that my preference mattered little in a world that was on fire. That I’d lived
a rich 36 years of travel and privilege and was now obligated to pay my good fortune forward,
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even if that meant sacrificing my own comfort to live in a place that was too hot, too polluted,
and too hellbent on maintaining “business as usual” to address the problems keeping it that way.
One Friday afternoon, it was nearing the time of day when I would typically start to spiral
into a teen-drama fueled pit of despair, when I remembered that I had a party to go to.
I’d met Amelia Huerta just a few weeks earlier at a trendy Tiki Bar in downtown
Bakersfield. Her father, a lawyer, had suggested I give her a call when he learned that I was
doing work for the Parkway Foundation. It was Amelia’s father who had assisted Rich and Bill
so many years ago with all of the paperwork and procedures necessary to achieve Nonprofit
status for their organization. Amelia, also a lawyer, had recently started attending the Kern River
Parkway’s monthly Zoom meetings in a fly-on-the-wall capacity to get a feel for the work the
group was doing, and to decide if she could help. Ecstatic to hear that there was a young, female
professional interested in joining the Parkway’s almost exclusively all-male (and 100% allwhite) board of directors, I knew that we needed to meet.
Amelia had picked the venue. The bar was located at the bottom of a dimly lit flight of
stairs, which opened up to an equally dimly lit basement with bamboo wainscoting, fake palm
fronds, and small booths carved into various nooks and crannies. The bar was illuminated bright
aqua and every cocktail came with an umbrella. The place wasn’t empty, but at 2pm on a
Saturday, it was quiet enough for me to quickly determine that I’d arrived first. I sat at one of the
better-lit tables facing the stairwell, doing my best to make myself comfortable and soak in the
Bikini Bottom ambiance until Amelia arrived.
She appeared in a nicely tailored floral dress with her hair up and makeup flawless. I’d
worn the same stupid uniform I’d donned for my meeting with White at the river and the only
thing I’d put on my face before leaving the house was sunscreen.
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“This is perfect,” Amelia smiled brilliantly. “I just came from my cousin’s bridal shower,
I’m definitely ready for a drink!”
We approached the bar together and I ordered a fruity-something-sugary. Amelia insisted
on treating me. I complimented her dress. She said that her mother had picked it out. I couldn’t
tell if I’d detected an eye roll, or if it was just the bad lighting. It was hard for me to imagine
what it was like to be surrounded by cousins and have a mother who picked out your dresses for
you. My own mother had stopped trying to put me in dresses me before I’d started kindergarten,
and she and my dad seemed content to govern our nuclear family through a casual policy of
isolation from extended family.
Sitting across the table from Amelia, I began to feel self-conscious in my whiteness. She
had a flawless caramel complexion complimented by deep, inky eyes. All of her edges were soft
and rounded, including her beautiful full lips and glistening black hair. By comparison, my own
body felt foolishly lanky, my cheeks pale and gaunt, my nose sharp and bony, hair perpetually
frizzy with defiant silver strands jutting out in all directions, as though searching for reception.
But Amelia’s comfort in her own skin – despite being clad in a dress not of her own choosing –
enabled me to feel instantly comfortable in her company. Right from the beginning, our
conversation (and the expletives therein) flowed as freely as though between old friends.
I rattled off the main objectives of work on the nature center before the alcohol reached
my bloodstream, and then we began discussing the challenges facing the Parkway Foundation.
Namely, organizational capacity. It was bound to be an issue for any nonprofit without a
designated staff operating on a strictly volunteer basis. That they had collaborated with the local
chapter of the Sierra Club to scrape together funds to pay me to develop an ops plan was
admirable. What I didn’t realize when I’d accepted the job was that I’d essentially be responsible
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for building a brand-new nonprofit from scratch, or that I would feel pressured not simply to
conjure the vision for the program, but to personally fulfill it by moving back to Bakersfield and
running it. Me and whose army? I wondered.
Amelia sighed and looked me in the eye. “I definitely know what it’s like to feel that
weight of responsibility. When I was in high school, I loved numbers and really had a head for
math. My teachers told me I should go into engineering, but growing up in Bakersfield, I thought
engineers all worked in oil, which I had no interest in. It wasn’t until I left Bakersfield and
actually went out into the world that I realized everything was engineering –buildings and planes
and machines and electricity. But by then, I’d already decided to become a lawyer, like my dad,
because it seemed like a good way to help people. And coming from my family, I felt a sense of
pressure to be as helpful as possible.”
“Do you ever wonder what it would be like to not care?” I mused fancifully.
“Oh, that would be amazing!” Amelia laughed. “Some days I think I should have just
become an accountant. Life would be so much easier. Even with a law degree, with the type of
work I do now, I’m not making any money.”
I thought about how noble I’d believed myself to be for sacrificing my summer to come
back to Bakersfield to work on what was ultimately an exciting creative project that I had a lot of
passion for. Amelia had dedicated years to completing law school so that she could stick up for
some of the hardest working people in Kern County, who – because they were born on the wrong
side of an imaginary border – were denied the same rights and protections as American citizens.
Amelia was literally fighting to keep mothers and fathers from being deported back to the places
they’d risked their lives leaving in hopes of providing a brighter future for their children.
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I thought about how alone I felt in my work with Bill, as though it were just me and him
against the world.
I was grateful to be reminded that Bakersfield was home to many people as dedicated as
Amelia, all quietly striving each and every day to fulfill this country’s promise of liberty and
justice for all.
And it was thanks to Amelia that I now found myself putting on a dress on a Friday
evening instead of curling up with a bowl of popcorn and regrets.
The invitation had read, “Amelia’s Boss Bitches Birthday Party.” Though I hadn’t met
any of Amelia’s friends, I felt honored to be included among them. I slipped on a light jersey
dress that cinched at the hips and hemmed just above the knee, pulled my hair into a high
ponytail, and put on one of the few pairs of earrings that I owned. I even dabbed a finger of
concealer under my eyes. I figured if I was attending an event strictly for Boss Bitches, I ought to
make an effort to live up to the title.
I arrived at the restaurant right on time and was pleased to see Amelia and some of the
others already seated and chatting over drinks at a long table near the entrance. Introductions
were made, a cocktail was ordered, and soon I was feeling right at home. I ended up sitting
across from Linda, one of Amelia’s high school friends, who, several months ago had moved
from the Bay Area apartment she and her boyfriend rented to her parents’ spacious home in East
Bakersfield once her job went remote because of the pandemic. As was customary in
Bakersfield, it took only a few minutes to discover that we shared common connections: I’d gone
to high school with one of her cousins and was friends with another cousin who was in a rock
band. For a town with a population approaching half a million people, Bakersfield still seemed
small that way.
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It was then that Amelia’s grandmother walked through and door. The table’s steady
chatter of conversation softened as we all turned to greet the 91-year-old woman walking
towards us, a fashionable white summer fedora sitting atop her jet black, chin-length locks, her
eyes smiling as brightly as her painted red lips. It was inspiring to think that a woman occupying
such a dainty and unassuming form could also be so unbelievably fierce.
With a polite wave and sweet, “Hello,” Amelia’s grandmother, Dolores Huerta – the
baddest Boss Bitch of them all – took her seat at the table.

As dinner wound down and the night wore on, Amelia’s grandmother bade us farewell
and the girls began discussing where the party ought to move next. Linda’s childhood home was
empty (except for her boyfriend, Amelia’s cousin from the Chavez side), and had a pool, a huge
backyard, and plenty of patio furniture. It was decided.
Everyone but me made a pitstop to pick up their swimsuit. I was the only one living on
the far west end of town and didn’t want to double back. The dress I wore was nothing precious.
I could wade in that.
Linda’s house was like something out of a John Hughes film: A stately home on a huge
lot framed by towering trees; a sprawling jungle of a backyard, the lit pool glowing atop a
stepped terrace with palm trees bowing all around. It looked like the ultimate party house, but
was an equally perfect setting for a low-key birthday gathering.
I wound up waist-deep in the shallow end, chatting with Michelle. Michelle currently
worked for the Dolores Huerta Foundation, but had started college as an Environmental Science
major. She talked about what it was like being a young Latina trying to make it in STEM and not
having the same support or resources as some of her peers who came from different
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backgrounds. She said she also faced pressure from her parents, who had never known anyone
who made their career out of studying the environment, and feared it wouldn’t pay much. I could
relate. Growing up in Bakersfield, it never occurred to me that I could have made a living
walking through woods, wading through streams, or studying wildflowers. Much like Amelia, as
a kid I’d assumed that jobs in the sciences all led to the oil field – or maybe agribusiness –
neither of which seemed very appealing. It was why I now believed that building a Nature Center
at Hart Park was so important. Michelle agreed.
I traced my fingers across the water’s calm surface and said to Michelle, “You know
what I really want to do?”
“What?”
I felt my eyes grow large and wistful. “I want to write and illustrate a field guide to the
Kern River in Bakersfield. To help people appreciate how special this place is. And hopefully
inspire them to want to take care of it.” I sighed at the thought of spending hours in solitude
along the river observing, sketching, writing, and synthesizing it all into something beautiful and
meaningful, but small enough to be held between two hands. Although I could usually manage to
muster the guts and poise to morph into whoever I needed to be to get a job done – I could put on
my Boss Bitch pants and build a business, dream up a viable 10-year plan, crunch numbers and
itemize a budget – the job I most longed for most was the one that had always seemed the least
practical. I wanted to live close enough to the land to hear what it had to say. And through that
communion, I wanted to string together words and images to share with the world that would stir
souls.
“It’s weird,” I admitted to Michelle, “Even though I can see myself writing a book about
Bakersfield – even though I love this place more than anywhere else – I still don’t want to stay
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here.” I sighed. “I feel so guilty for leaving, and even worse for not wanting to come back.
Especially because of my relationship with the Kern River Parkway Foundation. Its founders
want to retire, but the board still doesn’t have a succession plan, and Bill basically treats me like
I’m the only person on the planet who can run this nature center. But I don’t want to run a
nonprofit. I’m thrilled and honored to help lay the groundwork for it and I believe I have the
experience and the vision to do that well, but day-to-day nuts and bolts and administrative duties
and fighting with the county – It’s not what I want to do with my life.” I took a breath. “But I
still feel such a strong sense of obligation.”
My eyes met Michelle’s. She looked at me hard, but with compassion.
“You need to let that go, because that shit is toxic,” she said firmly. And then added,
“There are people here willing to do the work that needs to be done.”
I thought about how the Huerta and Chavez families had been here the whole time, and
yet just a few weeks ago, I’d let myself imagine that there were no activists in Bakersfield.
Perhaps because I’d bought into Bill’s claims that people in this town didn’t seem to care enough
about the things that mattered. But to believe that, you’d have to overlook the 60-fucking-year
legacy of two of the hardest working activists this country had ever known, who advocated for
the civil rights of people entrusted with the sacred job of feeding us. There were people here who
cared. Why Bill and I had failed to notice, I can only speculate.
“Whatever type of work you decide to do,” Michelle added, “it will be enough.” I bit my
lip as she held my gaze. “You are enough.”
A quote from Bill rang through my mind. It was something he’d said to me at one of our
morning meetings at the cafe when the both of us were feeling overwhelmed by the magnitude of
what we were undertaking. “You know,” he began, “some days I think about how if I had just
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kept my mouth shut, the adobe would be in a landfill right now and I wouldn’t have to worry
about any of this.”
I laughed. “Yeah, and if you’d have kept your mouth shut in the 70s, the Kern River
would be sealed in concrete with a chain link fence around it.”
Some days it felt like it took so much might to move the needle an inch.
Other days, I feared that the needle was capable of moving in either direction with
alarming ease.
Whatever it was that powered people like Bill and Dolores, I didn’t seem to have it in me.
Maybe not many people did. I didn’t judge any of them for not saving the world. So why did I
judge myself?
I was lost in thought when Michelle added, “And anyway, that’s not your job.”
“What’s not?” I asked her.
“Saving that organization. They had 40 years to organize and mentor and build capacity.
If it dies with its founders, something new will take its place. And when it does, it will be run by
the people who do want to live here.”

10. The Storage Unit
In August, I returned to Missoula to begin another semester of grad school. In November,
Adam and I drove a thousand miles back to cut the final cord tying us to Bakersfield.
It wasn’t yet the hottest part of the day when Adam and I pulled up to the storage unit in
the pickup with the U-Haul trailer in tow, but it was nearing there. The slab of concrete upon
which the uniform rows stood at attention under the relentless Central Valley sun was already
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radiating heat like a pizza stone. Why had we both worn jeans? Coming from Montana, it was
easy to forget that November still meant shorts weather in Bakersfield.
I imagined this would be a quick ordeal. For both Adam and my sake, I hoped it would
be. Like ripping a bandage off quickly. I didn’t want to dawdle here, surrounded by evidence of
our former life. The one we’d built in our nice three-bedroom house with the big backyard at the
end of a quiet cul-de-sac. The one I’d insisted we leave behind. I didn’t want to allow time for
nostalgia to kick in, or doubt, or least of all regret about the choices we’d made. I wanted a clean
break.
Adam undid the combo lock on the corrugated aluminum door and swung it open wide.
The sun poured in and touched for the first time in months the armchair, the armoire, the stacks
of boxes and random pieces of patio furniture that Adam had packed away as quickly as he could
over one year ago. We’d gotten an offer on the house less than 24 hours after listing. It was
September of 2020, and if we’d had any idea how insane the market would get in the year that
would follow, or how difficult it would be for Adam to find work in Montana, or how inflation
would surge, mortgage rates would rise, how we might as well forget about ever owning a home
again because the world was so fucked up – we probably wouldn’t have been so quick to sell.
We probably wouldn’t now be living in a 5th wheel trailer parked on the outskirts of Missoula.
Everything in the unit was coated in a thick layer of fine sand. I don’t know that you
could even call it dust. Maybe because most of it was topsoil from the richest farmland in all the
country which surrounded us in every direction. Or at least, what farmland remained.
Adam surveyed the unit for a moment. It was narrow, but deep. From the front, we
couldn’t see to the back of it; we would have to inch our way there, box by box. Adam handed
me the wide-brimmed straw hat that had been one of the last things packed into the 5x15 shed
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and was now at the very front of the pile. It was the one I’d worn for two years as an outdoor
educator at a one-acre teaching garden on the edge of town. Its comically large brim had spared
my eyes and skin from the relentless Bakersfield sun. Even after quitting my job at the garden, I
continued to wear it working in our own backyard, digging out sod and planting the victory
garden I’d started at the beginning of the pandemic. Bakersfield was a place that called for a big
hat. Even now, at 11 o’clock in the morning, in mid-November. I wrapped a bandana around my
brow, pulled the hat on my heat, and cinched the stampede string under my chin. It felt like being
reunited with a part of myself I’d left behind when I abandoned my hot and dusty home for
Montana over one year ago.
This wasn’t how we had planned it. Adam had been supportive of the idea of me starting
grad school, but when my application was accepted at the University of Montana – the only
school with the only program that I’d bothered to apply to – he was skeptical. For me, the offer
meant a teaching job and full first-year tuition waiver. But for Adam, the pieces of his career
seemed to finally be coming together in Bakersfield. In February of 2020, while I was
celebrating my letter of acceptance, Adam was a few days away from signing an offer letter with
an oil services company that wanted to bring him on full time to manage their West Coast
operations. After two years of working as a contractor – without benefits, without set hours,
without any real guarantee of a paycheck from week to week – this was the opportunity he’d
been waiting for. A chance for him to make the kind of money he wanted – oilfield money –
doing the work he knew.
I got the feeling that Adam didn’t experience the same exhilaration I felt at being out of
one’s element. Feeling challenged to stretch and learn and grow was what made me feel most
alive. Adam preferred to feel competent and in control. I had my doubts about how his strategy
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would play out in the long term. For a full year leading up to our move, I’d been begging him to
find a new industry, to start considering a career shift. I could see the future unfolding in my
mind’s eye, and it was bleak: Oil would go bust – as it always did, eventually – and there would
be no boom to revive it. Not with the state getting serious about phasing out oil and gas. Not with
the world on fucking fire all around us. And as the mercury kept rising in this town, climate
change would threaten Bakersfield’s other extractive industry: Agriculture. You didn’t need a
PhD to see that the camel’s back was ripe for breaking. And when it finally broke, this place
would become an economically depressed Dust Belt with bad air, no water, and triple digit temps
90 days out of the year. I wanted out. I told Adam we should have moved yesterday. Anywhere.
To any place less likely to be as ravaged by drought and wildfire as California.
Adam didn’t see things the way I did. He saw himself primed to land a steady, benefitted
job that could provide for the both of us and carry him into retirement. My grad program would
only last two years. He’d pay the rent on a little apartment for me in Missoula and visit when he
could, while he stayed in Bakersfield and went to work and kept mowing the lawn. That was the
deal he’d worked out in his mind. But I squirmed, both disappointed that he wouldn’t take a leap
of faith with me, and dreading having to tell my cohort in the Environmental Studies program
that big oil was subsidizing my education.
Growing up in Bakersfield, oil had subsidized every aspect of my life, from my
comfortable childhood to my college education, to the home I shared with my husband and our
kitchen renovation and our medical bills and our car insurance and every single stupid thing this
modern society required of a person to keep one afloat and alive.
As imminent and bleak as the image I held of the future was, I don’t think I was prepared
for just how quickly my premonition would unfold before us. The one disaster I hadn’t predicted
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was the pandemic. When COVID became real in the United States and the shutdown began, the
cost of oil plummeted. Overnight, Adam’s job offer was off the table. And it wasn’t long until he
was laid off from his contracting gig – the first of many among waves of layoffs and forced
retirements that would befall the hardworking people of Bakersfield that year.

The roll-up door of the U-Haul trailer clattered as it rumbled open. Adam had to rent the
trailer in Montana, because it was far cheaper to tow it a thousand miles and back than to pay for
a one-way rental from California. Apparently, there were more people leaving the state than
there were arriving, and U-Haul prices reflected that demand. It seemed we weren’t the only
ones jumping ship. I pulled on the extra pair of work gloves Adam kept in his truck, and we
started shimmying furniture out of the cramped storage unit. Strewn about the big items were
other loose odds and ends. Like the roll of irrigation hose leftover after we’d laid down lines
through our backyard veggie patch. At the garden entrance, Adam had built a beautiful wooden
arbor gate. Through the spring and summer, I’d been training morning glory up one side, and had
planted a miniature rose bush on the other, hoping it would crawl its way up, too, in time. I’d left
the garden, left the house, left my dog and my husband, to insanely, at age 35, start grad school
in the middle of a pandemic. I told myself that I would be back soon. A month or two, at most.
Surely, once in-person classes started and COVID reared its head on campus, the university
would shut down and I’d be able to complete the semester remotely. Only, as it turns out, I
couldn’t.
The new homeowners had ripped the garden out. Everything. The arbor, the raised beds,
the sage, rose bush, and lavender. Or, so our next-door neighbor, Marissa, had reported a few
months after our move. Adam had lived in that house for years before we got together, and he
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and Marissa had developed a close relationship. They looked out for one another like family.
Before I moved in, he had built a chicken coop for her flock of hens, and she still regularly left a
carton of eggs at our front door. Or did. Marissa also reported that the new owners were assholes.
The kind of neighbors who didn’t talk to you, didn’t seem to even want to look at you, but would
send a tree trimmer to your door demanding payment for the removal of a limb that crossed their
property line. It all sounded pretty awful.
Only through the loss of everything that Adam had built over the years was I finally able
to appreciate the value of all I’d taken for granted.
We had been married for less than two years the day I initiated the conversation that
would mark the biggest shift in our life together. Even though we’d known one another for less
than three years, it was still the longest relationship I’d ever been in; and the longest I’d lived in
any one place since, well, since I left this town at age 17, vowing never to come back.
But Adam was wired differently than me. While too much stability made me anxious –
made me feel trapped, stagnant, deprived of oxygen – a solid foundation enabled Adam to thrive.
When it came to defining asset and liability, we seemed to have conflicting points of view.
Perhaps I simply couldn’t appreciate what it meant to have so much at stake. What it meant for a
young man like Adam to be the first in his family to complete a four-year college degree, to
move to California from rural Pennsylvania, and to put his geology degree to use earning a sixfigure salary in his 20’s. I’d spent my 20’s broke, nomadic, scoffing at commitment and shirking
responsibility at every turn. What did I think I understood about anything?
When we met, Adam had been between oilfield layoffs. And so, I hadn’t seen the years
of stress, travel, and sleepless nights he’d put in logging wells. I couldn’t relate to the sense of
pride he took in riding to work in a helicopter for an offshore job, or staying awake for 36-hours
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straight and wondering if the roadrunner that had hopped into the trailer and was cocking its head
inquisitively was real or a hallucination. I couldn’t understand what it meant to sacrifice my
youth, my mental health, and my relationships at the altar of work. Couldn’t comprehend the
magnitude of Adam’s accomplishments, which had created the life we shared. Which is probably
why it didn’t pain me much to tell Adam indignantly that day in 2019, just two months short of
our second wedding anniversary, that the life he had built for us wasn’t good enough.
We had been driving up to the lake, through citrus groves that rolled like soft emerald
buoys on the sea, when I decided to air my grievances. “There are so many things to do in this
world and so many places to live,” I told him, “I don’t want to squander my one precious life
playing it safe in fucking Bakersfield.” Adam held the wheel steady. For a moment we drove in
silence. “I want you to come with me,” I said, my tone angry and impatient, “but the fact is, I’m
going to do cool shit with or without you.”
Despite being relatively new to the practice of marriage, I had a pretty good sense of how
shitty and selfish I was being. I didn’t care. In my mind, the choice seemed clear: Stay in
Bakersfield – forever – or leave as soon as humanly possible. The world was about to implode,
and even if we didn’t have a life raft, I would rather take my chances on a floating wooden door
than go down with the Titanic. A fitting analogy, considering where that would leave Adam.
I pressured Adam to sell the house. I was the reason we lived in a trailer parked on the
outskirts of Missoula. I was the reason we had a dusty storage unit full of our belongings still
stashed in Bakersfield.

“Why is this box smashed?” I heard Adam wonder aloud upon reaching the back of the
storage unit. He showed me where the cardboard lid of the box labeled “Plates + Bowls, Glasses
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+ Mugs” had been ripped messily, as though by an animal. His question lingered ominously as
we both paused to look around and survey the worldly possessions we’d entrusted to these walls
one year ago. On the ground, I saw my old vintage clam-shell suitcase busted open, its contents
fanned out around it – old sketchbooks, childhood journals, and a stash of letters from former
lovers – items whose value was purely sentimental.
“Was someone in here?” Adam asked. He dug deeper into the unit, and uncovered
another ripped box, this one empty, the words “Pressure Washer” and “Paint Sprayer” written in
black permanent marker still visible on top.
A stream of expletives rained down within the cramped space. I stepped outside to get
some air.
“They came in through the wall,” Adam announced when I rejoined him at the back of
the unit. He pointed to a narrow gap in the plywood separating our space from the one next door,
where the stapled panel looked as though it had been pulled away and put back into place. “They
pried off the board and came through the fucking wall.”
A moving picture played in my mind as I imagined how it happened: The unit’s perfect
stillness interrupted by the hallow banging of a mallet bringing down the back west wall; the
pitch black suddenly pierced by the beam of a headlamp strapped to the sweaty forehead of the
thief. I pictured the culprit as slim and wiry, which a person would almost certainly have to be in
order to slither through walls and crawl over piles of boxes as they made their way down the line
of locked sheds. I pictured them assessing all of the things we’d stored in that space, lamenting
our lack of valuables, and making off with the few things that they might be able to pawn or sell
for cash.
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That’s all they’d taken, I told myself. Things that were replaceable. Things that had
belonged to Adam, mostly. I consoled myself with this thought, but later the truth would unravel
as things came up unaccounted for. Like the doggie trailer. The one that, whenever Rusty saw
me hitching it to my bike, caused him to start dancing around on his short little legs in
anticipation of a ride. I’d unzip the back flap and he would leap in and settle his little sausageshaped body in the trailer, looking as regal as a prince in his chariot. I’d pedal us around the
block to the neighborhood park, or to my parents’ house, whose front door was just a mile from
our own, where Rusty would be received as the guest of honor, his mouth open in a wide smile
and his little tail fwipping with glee.
The thief hadn’t just stolen Rusty’s trailer. They had stolen my last lingering sense that
there was any such thing as a “safe place” left in Bakersfield. Not only this, but the burglary
basically felt like a big middle finger from the very town I’d spent my whole adult life defending
from naysayers. Strangely, I didn’t feel angry at the unknown person or people who had robbed
our storage unit; I felt angry at the community that had failed them, failed all of us.
In 2015, police officers in Kern County killed more people per capita than in any other
county in the US.7 As lethal as local law enforcement had a reputation for being, it sure seemed
as though their culture of brutality did fuck-all to make our town any safer. If anything, it seemed
to push Bakersfield further toward some caricature of a militia-ruled, post-apocalyptic society.
When I thought about the root cause of Bakersfield’s problems, I didn’t blame delinquency or
moral weakness or even poverty itself. I blamed our collective divestment from education, from
community programs, from our futures and ourselves.
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But was I really in a position to judge? I’d felt unsafe in Bakersfield, and rather than use
my privilege to stay and make my town a better place, I’d used it instead to run away – not just
to any place, but to a more pristine “frontier” which came with its own toxic brand of settlercolonial mythology. Adam and I had sold our house at a profit and walked away with money in
the bank. I’d used my “college fund” savings to purchase a used RV outright. We had shelter, we
had cash, and we were living debt-free. Although our situation felt “unstable,” we were still a
hell of a lot better off than a lot of people. Could I claim to be any different than the other
wealthy “coastal elites” seeking greener pastures once systemic oppression and exploitation had
so painfully marred the place they’d left behind? I’d spent most of my adult life resisting the
culture of disposability tooth and nail. Coiled in my DNA was a deep, profound awareness that
the Earth was not disposable. People were not disposable. But did my actions reflect this
awareness? Had my leaving the Central Valley equated to tossing that land and the people who
lived there – many of whom lacked the resources to do as I’d done and pick up and move – into
the waste bin?
It was this question that made moving away from Bakersfield feel worse than cowardly.
It felt colonial.

I borrowed Adam’s knife to cut through the packing tape on the carboard box labeled
“Art Room Bookshelf.” Because I’d been in Montana at the time, my mother had been the one to
pack up every single thing from the art studio I’d carved out for myself in the hall bedroom, from
framed art to haphazard piles of paper and tubes of paint and pen nibs. I was searching for what
felt in that moment like the most precious possessions I had to lose – my sketchbooks, which had
doubled as journals over the years and were filled with pages and pages of drawings from my
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daily life, framed by the moment’s fears, confessions, and yearnings. Those entries had also
served to ground me, and since moving in with Adam, I’d developed a habit – quite by accident
– of anchoring myself on the page in gratitude for the modest blessings and simple beauty of the
life we shared.
Upon locating the hardbound leather journals, I removed them from the box and stacked
them in a pile in the front seat of the truck. I didn’t want to let them out of my sight.
Adam packed the U-Haul trailer as tightly as a Tetris grid. Within an hour or so, the
storage unit was empty and the trailer packed tight. Adam used a broom to sweep out the barren
shed, which until this moment had been the last physical thing tethering us to Bakersfield. We
closed the door behind us one final time. Riding back to my parents’ house, our belongings in
tow, my precious journals resting safely in my lap, I began leafing through the pages of my
sketchbooks. They were filled with scenes from a former life. A watercolor drawing of the potted
plants on the back patio, including the avocado tree that Adam had grown from a pit. A page
dedicated to a still-life of our kitchen table, cluttered with succulents and citrus and my favorite
ceramic mug. A line drawing of the living room, which we’d furnished with a thrifted armchair,
garage sale cabinet, and heirloom armoire. And page after page of portraits of our dogs, Rusty
and Winston, in various contortions and stages of consciousness.
These were my memory albums. Somehow, they felt more precious than photos; a
tangible connection to the life in a place that once was, which would never be again.

11. The River March
A thick grey mist blanketed the valley the morning of the River March. The Tule fog which
welled up from the cold, wet Central Valley floor from November through January had a magical
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quality to it. Haunting, in a way. It was a weather phenomenon every child in Bakersfield knew,
respected, and anticipated, on account of it being the only inclement weather capable of causing a
two-to-three-hour delay in the start of the school day. Tule Fog is hard to imagine if you’ve never
experienced fog of the supposed “pea soup” variety. It impairs visibility so completely, there’s a
code embedded in freeway offramps: Three bright white domed reflectors appear on the right
shoulder approaching an exit from 2,100 feet, two at a distance of 1,400 feet, and one 700 feet
before the offramp. Tule fog feels a lot like being in a sensory deprivation chamber. Sounds are
eerily muffled. Vision obscured. No matter where you turn, landmarks do not appear.
Directionality is impossible to determine. But Tule fog is also an indicator of moisture. And the
day of the River March, a foggy morning felt like a good omen.
I was sitting in the back seat of my dad’s car as he and my mom chauffeured me across
town to Panorama Park when the sky turned from matte gray to luminous gold as the sun glowed
through the lifting fog like a white crystal ball. Today’s demonstration was the event that had
inspired Adam and I to take the 2,400-mile roundtrip journey to Bakersfield from Missoula. I
hadn’t told anyone but my mom and dad that I was coming, in part because it wasn’t often I got to
surprise anyone, but also because I feared that if the Bring Back the Kern committee knew I was
coming, I might be assigned a job for the day. After so many hours on the road, I didn’t have the
bandwidth for anything more than showing up and walking the length of Bakersfield’s dry Kern
River bed, to hopefully raise awareness of the fact that it ought to have water in it.
I hopped out of my dad’s car and followed the paved trail toward where I saw a group of
people gathered near a table with the Kern River Parkway Foundation banner taped to the front.
Without saying a word, I sidled up beside Bill. Sensing someone close by, he turned to face me,
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his eyes hard to read behind his sunglasses. “What are you doing here?” Bill demanded with
surprise, his mouth an open grin.
“I’m here to march the fucking river,” I smiled back at him.
We quieted as Johnny, who would be leading our group of brave souls on the long, hot
slog through the sandy river bottom, addressed the crowd. I had met up with Johnny, a late 20something project manager for the county’s biggest ag employer, in July of 2020, just before I’d
left for Montana. He had wanted to brainstorm ideas on how to bring more community
awareness to the river. That was before he’d coined the phrase “Bring Back the Kern,” and
begun operating the campaign under the umbrella of the Kern River Parkway Foundation. “What
if we held a parade through the dry riverbed?” I’d suggested. Now, it looked like something
close to that idea was blossoming, thanks to Johnny and the committee of eager young
professionals he’d assembled. Among them was a school teacher, a hydrologist, a geologist, a
video game designer, a realtor, a graphic designer, and others. And now I could see even more
new faces, each of them willing to wake up early on a foggy Saturday morning to speak up on
behalf of the river they wanted to see flowing through their town.
Johnny spoke loudly to make himself heard over the sound of traffic rolling by on
Panorama Drive. He explained that at the bottom of the bluffs, just below where we stood, we
would see water in the Kern River channel, but that just a short distance west of here, it would
turn dry and stay dry all the way out to Buena Vista Lake, where the river had historically
terminated.
“I want everyone to take note of what it looks like here at Panorama Vista Preserve,”
Johnny shouted. “With the trees and the birds and how beautiful it is. Imagine what it would be
like if that was present all the way through the city.” It was this vision of a better Bakersfield that
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had brought people out today. Nobody here actually wanted to walk nine miles through deep
sand. But they would do it if it helped to prove a point.
“In terms of logistics for today, we’re going to stick together,” Johnny reminded
everyone. “This isn’t a race. We’re just trying to get to the finish together. We’ll take a couple of
breaks as we go, and we have a rest stop planned at Beach Park that will provide water and
snacks. Walking in sand is difficult. I think we’re all going to be tired at the end of the day.”
About 20 of us had showed up to march the river. It was a number lower than anyone had
hoped for, but not nearly as dismal as we’d feared. There were still more of us than there were
drops of water in the Kern River beyond the Rocky Point Weir. Together, we descended the
narrow dirt hiking path that led from Panorama Park to the Kern River below. The group was
made up of all kinds of people – some about my age who had brought friends, others a bit older
who had brought their entire family. And there was, of course, the Sierra Club and Kern River
Parkway Foundation old timers like Bill, who wouldn’t be marching the river but would be
providing logistical support and talking to the media. At least one tv station had showed up to
cover the beginning of the march. Johnny asked me if I was willing to be interviewed.
“What’s your title? How would you like us to identify you?” The reporter asked me.
I thought for a moment. “River Advocate.”
The interview was live. I did my best to speak coherently and optimistically about the
benefits of restoring a regular flow of water to the Kern River. Believe it or not, a lot of folks in
Bakersfield aren’t sold on this idea. We’ve been told for so long by agribusiness that they ought
to have first right to any water in this valley. That it was their benevolent, job-creating, economic
powerhouse that brought life to Bakersfield, not the river. As though water in our river was just
one more nice thing that collectively, we couldn’t afford. Farmers painted the issue as a binary,
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as though people had to choose between a flowing river and economic downturn. As though it
hadn’t been greed that had motivated farmers to plant thirstier crops in drier soils and dig deeper
wells – “chasing the water all the way to hell” as Central Valley journalist Mark Arax has put it –
depleting our aquifers and sinking the ground beneath our feet.
At the bottom of the bluffs, our group shuffled under the canopy of green and gathered at
the quiet bank of what looked more like a pond than a river. The water was allowed to flow no
farther than here. The people who brought empty water bottles knelt down in the soft, wet sand
to fill their vessels with this precious water, a gift – given to us ever so lovingly – turned
commodity. The water collected in those bottles would be carried by foot through nine miles of
sand and at the end of the march, be ceremonially poured into the dry river channel. I watched
Miguel, one of Bring Back the Kern’s committee members, step into the water and wiggle his
toes through his sandals. I crouched down and dipped my fingers into the cooling Kern the way
I’d seen people do to the holy water upon entering cathedrals in Italy, and let my eyes dance with
the sparkly gold flecks of pyrite that flickered in the sand. In that quiet moment, I realized how
peaceful it was here. Nothing but the sweet trill of birdsong and sight of willow tendrils gently
tickling the water. As we walked the footpath below the green canopy, I peered through an oval
opening in the leaves and spied a great white egret perched over the water.
The birds, the green leaves, and the coolness afforded by their shade ended abruptly just a
few meters west of weir.
Plodding along through the dry river channel, there was horse shit, four-wheeler tracks,
and of course garbage, but other than that it was mostly a whole lot of sand. As much as I
resented the off-roaders who peeled through the riverbed (which was supposedly off-limits to
motorized vehicles, a rule rarely enforced by Bakersfield police), I had to admit that walking in
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their tracks of compacted sand was somewhat helpful. As I hiked, I chatted with some of the
others. I met a woman named Jennifer who told me she had moved to Bakersfield from the Bay
Area just a few months ago, in the heat of summer. I cocked my head in surprise when I heard
her say, “I’ve really been enjoying it here.” In my experience, Bakersfield wasn’t the kind of
place people were quick to praise. Popular opinion stated that it was one of the worst places to
live in the whole state of California, especially when compared to the green hills and glistening
waters of the San Francisco Bay. But here was a woman who had been there, done that, and she
was freely admitting that she preferred Bakersfield. Maybe there was hope for this place, I
thought, if there were people living in Bakersfield capable of loving it for what it was, rather
than resenting it for what it wasn’t.
I realized that keeping conversation while walking was causing me to feel winded. Which
was humbling, as I considered myself to be in fairly good shape. But trudging through the sand
required a different sort of effort. Slogging along, I kept my eyes mostly on my feet. I noticed a
lot going on down there: Tiny pastel purple clam shells, a sun-bleached crawdad claw, a
gumball-sized smashed egg. They were like artifacts from another era. By 9am, the sun was
already climbing high above us and I felt thankful that my face was shielded beneath the brim of
my big straw hat. I realized suddenly how heavily I was sweating under my vest, whose pockets
held my notebook, pen, and smartphone. I paused to pull the notebook out, and while searching
for a blank page, noticed that its leather cover felt dewy with condensation.
I felt thankful when the river bottom sank deep below the bank, creating a sliver of shade
along the river’s edge. At one point, the ground rose high above my head and I remembered how
I’d felt as a child standing at the bottom of our empty swimming pool.
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Approaching Manor Street Bridge, I climbed up the sandy bank of the dry river to get a
photo of one of the most iconic signs in Bakersfield. The metal plaque overlooking the riverbed
was staked into the arid earth beside the busy street. A now obsolete relic from another time, it
read: “NO DIVING FROM BRIDGE.”
Though initially relieved to have reached the first milestone, disappointment soon
followed. We’d been shuffling through sand for what felt like an eternity and had traveled barely
one mile. We were less than one-eighth of the way to the finish line. I shook off the frustration
and told myself that the difficulty of this march was what made it important, was what made it a
statement. Because it wasn’t easy. Easy would have been floating through town in a tube, or
kayak, or on a stand-up paddle board. But with no water in the river, easy wasn’t an option.
We’d made it to the part of the Kern that had been denied water for so long, that the plant
life began to look dead or dying. There were some willows hanging on, their leaves still green.
But the larger trees – the cottonwoods, the sycamores – were clearly ailing. Unquestionably, the
farther we got from Panorama Vista Preserve, the more parched everything became. There was
more trash, too. Abandoned shopping carts and strollers jutted out from the sand. One Bring
Back the Kern member was disheartened to see that the site of a recent clean-up effort was
already littered with trash again. I thought about an article I’d read in that morning’s paper, in
which a farmer complained about how people regularly dumped their garbage in his orchards just
outside of town. Not just garbage – this was so much more than a few drawstring bags of
household trash. He was seeing mattresses, car tires, industrial waste, motor oil, even discarded
animal parts.8 The dumping wasn’t just a nuisance, it was a public health hazard. The farmer said
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he’d noticed this problem was getting worse – so much worse – and he felt that it was futile to
simply continue to clean it up; that there needed to be some kind of an effort to address the
problem at its root.
Addressing these root problems was something I couldn’t stop thinking about. It seemed
to me like what we were witnessing were mere symptoms of an underlying disease for which we
all bore some measure of responsibility.
We walked quietly through the first wave of encampments, which was vast, despite the
fact that camping was illegal in the Kern River Parkway Preserve. A salvaged “one-way” sign
was hung in front of a collection of blue tarps peeking out from behind a veil of willow branches.
Everywhere were piles of belongings. More shopping carts. Five-gallon plastic buckets. More
shopping carts. A puff of campfire smoke wafted past my nose. I saw a grill. A futon slung over
a hammock. The smell of another smoldering campfire. A tent with a straw hat hanging from its
peak. Bikes. A wheelchair. A person in the wheelchair, bent over, possibly cooking. Dogs
barking, thankfully small and cute – chihuahuas, mostly, with tails wagging as they gave us the
standard “you’re on my territory” chuff. More tents and lean-to’s behind a row of cattails, dead,
of course.
Most of the folks we encountered inhabiting these camps were either friendly or
ambivalent. Still, it was plain to see that the river was getting rough, and we were still miles
away from Beach Park.
More than once, Bill had told me about how in his day, Beach Park was Bakersfield’s
place to be. Everyone in town would go there to wade in the shallow water or sunbathe on the
sandy shore. It sounded like Bakersfield was a nicer place to live back then. I wondered when
things had started to shift.
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I’d spent my whole adult life defending Bakersfield from haters and naysayers. People
who talked trash about this place and the people who lived here, like the reason it was dry and
dusty was because of some innate inferiority or moral failing, or both. I’d told those people they
were wrong. But walking through the river that day, a seed of doubt took root in the pit of my
stomach: What if they’d been right? What if we had fucked this place up? What if the simple
truth was that Bakersfield was a shitty place because of how we’d treated it? What if we’d
simply gotten the town that we deserved?
But it seemed to me that the people paying the price for that shitty treatment weren’t
necessarily the same ones profiting from it.
I needed people everywhere to know that what had happened to my town was not okay.
That we couldn’t keep taking our water, our rivers, and our neighbors for granted. That the status
quo was killing us, not just in Bakersfield, but beyond. Speaking up for the river and for my
town had become more than a hobby, it was a compulsion. Because I wanted others to value this
land, this river, and its water, not for the products they could produce but for their right to simply
exist. It was a right which as humans, we denied even ourselves – no person was allowed to
simply be on this Earth. We had to produce. We had to work and generate wealth in order to
earn our right to exist. It wasn’t a world I wanted, not for myself and certainly not for my
children or grandchildren. I wanted to live in a world that sought to make right our toxic
relationship with our environment by giving back to the land, to the wildlife, to every person,
place, and thing that had been edged out and exploited. And I saw this march and this small
group of sweaty, determined people as the beginning. That anyone woke up early that morning
and decided to dedicate their Saturday to blistering their feet walking through nine miles of sand
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meant that change wasn’t just possible in Bakersfield. Change had come to Bakersfield. We were
the living, marching proof.

Lost in my own thoughts, I’d drifted to the back of the line, the group having shifted to a
single-file formation as we walked the narrow footpath that wove through the sandy river bottom
which was utterly covered in trash. In an instant, the atmosphere of calm that had surrounded our
group shattered, and I felt a primal quickening in my chest as the sound of humans shouting and
dogs barking echoed ahead.
“Get out of my house!” A man screamed at us. I was too far away to see much, but I
could make out his scruffy face. “Take the outside trail! I will sick my dog on you!”
A young woman, maybe younger than me – her blonde hair up in a ponytail, her face
ruddy and sunburnt – attempted to wrangle a pack of pit bulls that were charging our group at
full clip. “Please don’t run!” She shouted at us, hoping to diffuse the sense of panic pounding in
our chests. “Mischief! Little girl!” she cried to one of the animals. I counted five dogs in total.
“They’re not gonna bite you!” she assured us.
One of my own dogs, Winston, was a pitbull rescue, so it was a breed I knew well.
Maybe you’ve seen videos on the internet of pitties like Winston, their big, boxy heads resting
timidly next to a toddler’s, or swaddled peacefully in a blanket, their tender doe-eyes gazing into
your soul with sweetness enough to match their hulking strength. Winston wanted nothing more
than to be everybody’s friend, and sometimes that meant charging like a freight train in the
direction of his newest hopeful bestie. I’d seen him, in a moment of excitement, plow into
Adam’s legs and knock him off his feet. Despite Winston’s exuberance, he was not easily
provoked. I had watched, on more than one occasion, as he ignored acts of aggression by other
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dogs. At heart, Winston was a lover, not a fighter – maybe even a more evolved, enlightened
soul than I was. I loved Winston. I trusted Winston. Because I knew Winston. I didn’t know
these dogs charging towards us in the middle of the dry river bed. And I couldn’t afford to
assume that their bark was worse than their bite.
Though several feet away from the confrontation, I pick up a discarded piece of shopping
cart – a heavy red plastic grate – to create a barrier between the dogs and my body, should it
come to that.
As the pack closed in on the people at the front of our group, I saw the dogs’ mouths
barking but tails wagging. The marchers, for the most part, remained calm. The charging dogs –
altogether probably 300 pounds of roaring canine flesh – stopped just a few feet short of the
people at the front of our line.
“Don’t kick her!” the woman ordered, though I hadn’t noticed anyone try. “She’s fuckin’
pregnant!” I held my breath, anticipating the worst, but the dogs didn’t bite. The man with the
facial hair continued to scream and hurl threats.
Someone at the front of the line began slowly backing away and led the group off trail to
find an alternate path. I’d just caught up with them when I realized that I had dropped my phone
somewhere. I’d been using it to record a few notes when the dogs began charging.
“Fuck,” I winced in disbelief. I couldn’t afford to replace a lost smartphone. “Hey,” I
shouted to Johnny, “I’ve got to go back. I dropped by phone somewhere back there.” Johnny,
forever helpful and not the least bit visibly put out, stuck with me as I backtracked to the
campsite where the couple was living with their dogs. Scanning the ground, I began to worry this
recovery mission would be a failure. It was impossible to pick out any one dropped item; the
whole riverbed resembled an elaborately staged Eye Spy puzzle, littered with every conceivable
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color of plastic and garbage. I could tell we were getting close to the spot where I’d last held my
phone in my hands when the man’s shouts once again began ringing in my ears, warning me to
stay the fuck away. Thankfully, I was hidden from view behind a patch of dried-up cattails. I
found the phone, face up in the sand, where it had fallen out of my vest pocket when I’d bent
over to pick up the shopping cart grate. I picked it up, pocketed it, and Johnny and I walked
quickly to catch up with the others. We marched on.
Once out of harm’s way, the group began to flutter with nervous laughter. I heard
someone say about the shouting man, “Looked like the meth was kicking in.”
It was a dumb joke, and I didn’t laugh, but I related to the feeling of needing to. The
wound of Adam’s and my burglarized storage unit still fresh, I saltily remarked, “I should have
asked him if he’d seen any of the stuff from my storage unit.”
“Did you have a machete in your storage unit?” Johnny asked me.
“What?” I didn’t understand his question.
“The guy had a machete in his hand,” Johnny’s eyes grew wide as he spoke through an
incredulous smile.
My mouth opened, but no words came out. I wasn’t so much surprised by the fact that the
man had been brandishing a machete as I was by the fact that I’d been foolish enough to test him
by going back for my phone. I probably wouldn’t have waltzed back into the guy’s “backyard” if
I’d have known that, in addition to slinging verbal threats of dog attack, he was actually wielding
an 18-inch long blade. My mind became a flurry of disturbing images of the possible worst-case
outcomes that we had just avoided in our attempt to simply walk through a public nature
preserve.
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I began looking for something to feel hopeful about. We passed a full black trash bag that
was knotted at the top and placed out in the middle of the riverbed, like it was ready to be hauled
away. “That’s good, isn’t it?” I looked at Johnny.
“Yeah, as long as they don’t just leave it there until the black plastic disintegrates.”
I mentioned how other cities had incentivized people experiencing homelessness to
remove their own refuse by exchanging full trash bags for grocery store gifts cards. Johnny said
that in Bakersfield, it was a contentious issue. “Some people think anything that can be done to
make it better is good,” he explained. “Others don’t want to make people who are camping here
more comfortable.”

At 10:45, we reached the rest station at Beach Park. I chugged water from my canteen,
then sat down on the grassy slope beside the bike path to dump a quart of sand out of my shoes.
The grass under my butt, wet from sprinkler irrigation, caused water to seep through my lycra
pants. Aside from where I sat, the rest of the park looked parched, its lawn brown and patchy. I
stood up and walked to the women’s restroom only to discover that the bathroom stalls at Beach
Park didn’t have doors. As I entered, a girl with a thick, dark ponytail – maybe 11 or 12 years old
– looked up at me anxiously from one of the open stalls she was using to change into her softball
uniform.
I thought about how different Beach Park was from my neighborhood park on the affluent
side of town, where Land Rovers and Audis and Teslas shuttled along streets as wide as city
blocks from their gated communities to nearby restaurants and spas and health food stores. The
Park at Riverwalk – with its green lawn and healthy trees and walking paths and artificial water
features and amphitheater with a moat around it – looked like fucking Disneyland compared to
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this dump. I wasn’t surprised, just angry. There was more than enough wealth in this town for
everybody to have nice things, but that wasn’t how things worked.

Walking from the park back toward the sandy slope that dropped into the dry river
channel, I crossed the blacktop of the Kern River Parkway trail. It was growing busy on this
beautiful Saturday morning, with walkers and cyclists and people out enjoying the day. I passed
one woman in sunglasses, her hair tied up in a ponytail of thin black braids. She called out to tell
me that she loved my hair. “Thank you!” I beamed. “The fog helped fluff it up this morning.”
“So, ya’ll just walking out here?” she asked curiously about our group of river marchers.
The lilt of her “ya’ll” sounded more urban than country.
“We’re marching the dry riverbed to help remind people that our river ought to have
water in it.”
“I was just thinkin’ that!” she exclaimed. “I was just thinking, man, it would be so nice to
be able to pull my chair up right here and dip my feet in.”
“Yes!” I exclaimed. “In fact, that’s what everyone used to do right here!” I told her.
“That’s how Beach Park got its name, because this is where people would come to cool off and
wade in the water and sit by the river.” I dug into my backpack and pulled out one of the
postcards I’d grabbed from the Bring Back the Kern table that morning. On the front was a photo
of a beautiful flowing Kern River. The back was pre-addressed to the California State Water
Resources Control Board – the only entity with the authority to restore the people of
Bakersfield’s right to their own river. On it, there was room for the sender to write their own note
about why a flowing river in Bakersfield was important to them. I invited the woman to send the
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card in. She told me that she would, and that she was excited to tell her family about Bring Back
the Kern.
I reflected upon this brief interaction as I continued to march west through the sand. I was
just thinking how nice it could be, the woman had said. It was like she could see it. Like the
vision that we were marching for was palpable, and the people in this town were thirsty for it.
Like if we could just help conjure in peoples’ minds the memory of all that this river had once
been, we would be able to create a better future. A better town. A better us.
And yet, I thought, I wouldn’t be here to enjoy it. I’d already decided that I wouldn’t be
returning to Bakersfield to live. But bringing water back to the Kern and helping to make
Bakersfield a better, more livable place wasn’t about me. It was about doing what was right.
Because the world was a mean and scary place when we didn’t love it. Even if I wouldn’t be
living there, I wanted to infuse this place with the love I would always carry for it.
I’d always joked that Bakersfield was the nexus of the universe. The things that we pulled
out of the ground here – the food, the oil – fed and powered people all across the world. What we
did in Bakersfield mattered. I told myself that just one drop of change in Bakersfield could go on
to create powerful ripples.

At mile six, the pump jacks came into view, along with the crosstown freeway overpass. I
fell behind the group to scratch down a few notes. In trying to catch up, I discovered it was
slightly less exerting to step in the footprints of others who had passed me by.
By mile eight, I’d made my way back to the front, keeping my head down and moving
quickly, feeling beyond ready for this entire ordeal to be over. I was tired. My hips were sore.
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The back of my ankle was raw from sand rubbing between my shoe and my skin. The Coffee
Road bridge came into view, and I could see cars whizzing over it. We were close.
Closing in on the home stretch, our numbers seemed to be dwindling. Some folks at
various points had opted to abandon the sandy route through the riverbed in favor of the paved
Kern River Parkway trail. It was a choice I respected, but one that I told myself wasn’t an option
for me. I didn’t drive a thousand miles to walk the blacktop bike path. I came here to march the
river.
West of Coffee Road, the river channel became shallow and began to spread out wide.
We’d entered the floodplain. There were patches of scrubby vegetation sprouting out of the sand.
Most of it was invasive Russian thistle, better known as the common tumbleweed. There were
also sprawling patches of puncture vine, whose needle-sharp goat heads were the bane of cyclists
everywhere. I spied a few native plants – stalks of telegraph weed with their daisy-like flowers,
some other scraggily plant whose name I could never remember, with purple flowers so tiny, you
had to get close to see them. But trees were sparse, all of them dead or dying, their limbs bare.
There was no shade to help filter the strong UV rays beating down from above.
I wondered how many people would join us for the last mile. That had been one of the
options for the folks who, unlike me, were more sound of mind and had decided that trudging
across town through deep sand and scary dogs under the blistering sun was not for them. Those
people could park their cars at one of the upscale shopping centers that surrounded River Walk
Park in Bakersfield’s affluent west end and walk the final stretch.
But even if nobody else came to march the river that day, I was glad that I had. I’d
needed to live this experience to write about it, to tell the truth about the “Armpit of the State.”
And the truth was, that in some ways, Bakersfield was just as bad – maybe even worse – than its
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reputation would have people believe. But the truth was also that any town could become
Bakersfield.
Bakersfield’s fate wasn’t the fault of the people who, out of desperation, were living in
the riverbed. It wasn’t the fault of whoever had broken into my storage unit and stolen my things.
It wasn’t the fault of any one person or group. The real culprit was a toxic value system which
said, “The world belongs to the takers, so take all that you can get.” It was a mindset that sought
dominance over the landscape and told it what to do, as opposed to listening to the deep wisdom
of nature and allowing it to nourish us.
Why was it so easy for people to accept simultaneously the fantastical notion that the
Central Valley was both a desolate wasteland and fertile farmland – the bountiful breadbasket of
America? Was painting this landscape as “worthless” a strategy designed to make it more easily
exploitable? The same way we’d all accepted that some people were more exploitable than
others?
What frustrated me most about Big Ag’s well-funded opposition campaign to Bring Back
the Kern’s call to put water back in the river and restore the lifeblood of this town was the fact
that the choice to do so had been twisted into a fictitious either/or scenario; one that claimed that
people had to choose between the health of the environment and the health of agriculture. As
though these two things – growing food and growing a healthy ecosystem – were in competition
with one another, and not utterly interdependent. Historically, the way industrial agriculture had
been practiced in Kern County was in opposition to the health of the environment. Industry had
stolen the Kern River, not just from the people of Bakersfield, but from the land itself. But to
pretend that we could sacrifice the health of the land for the prosperity of farmers was more than
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ludicrous, it was dangerous. And as climate change clamped down upon this sun-beaten valley,
we were all about to learn the true price of this folly.
But maybe, just maybe, we were also about to learn a better way.

In the end, about 70 people gathered at River Walk Park to march the final mile through
the dry Kern River bottom. Some with signs, some with drums, some with children and dogs.
One of the dogs was Winston, his white coat practically iridescent in the bright sun and his
tongue hanging long out of the side of his mouth. At the other end of the leash was Adam, and
walking alongside him, my father. I felt a gladness in my heart that my dad – champion of
industry and scorner of environmentalists – would willingly fraternize with a group of what some
might call “activists.” But like the rest of us, he believed that a river should have water in it. And
he either loved this town or loved his daughter enough to come walk in solidarity with the people
advocating for the same thing. In a way, my dad’s presence in the riverbed that day was the
fulfillment of my biggest dream: All of us setting aside of our superficial differences, getting on
the same team, and coming together in celebration and restoration of our precious common
ground.
We rested in the shade of a patch of irrigated trees along the Kern River Parkway trail,
where Bring Back the Kern was distributing water and burritos to those of us who were on the
final leg of our 9-mile slog through the sand. Bill was there, looking cool as always in his shades.
I introduced him to my father.
“Thank you so much for all of your hard work over the years,” my dad said in a
congratulatory tone.
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“It comes in fits and starts,” Bill replied wearily. “Now since these young people have
showed up, it’s picking up again,” he added, his tone betraying a hint of optimism.
I rested on the cool grass and drank until I’d emptied my canteen of the water I’d filled
from the tap that morning. I eyed the bottle I carried containing Kern River water – that
benevolent Sierra snowmelt – which had been collected near the weir at Panorama Vista
Preserve. Then Johnny announced that it was time.
I stood up and joined the group of marchers, which had begun that morning as a humble
trickle and grown to a great wave. Stepping to the rhythm of hand drums, we flowed downriver,
flooding the banks of the Kern with a vision of a better way.

